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' (ABSTRACT)

The nonlinear behavior of continuous-fiber-reinforced metal—matr1x

composite structures 1s examined using a micromechanical constitutive

theory. Effective lamina and laminate constitutive relations based on

the Aboudi micromechanics theory are presented. The lnelastlc matrix

« behavior is modeled by the unified viscoplasticity theory of Bodner and

Partom. The lamlnate constitutlve relations are incorporated into a
A

f1rst—order shear deformation plate theory. The resulting boundary

value problem 1s solved by ut1l1z1ng the finite element method. ·

Computational aspects of the numerical solution, such as the temporal

integration of the lnelastic strains and the spatial integration of

bending moments are addressed. Numerical results are presented which

illustrate the nonlinear response of metal matrix composites subjected

to extensional and bending loads. Experimental data from available

literature are in good agreement with the numerical results.
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1. INTROOUCTION

1.1 Hbtivation

The demandlng requirements of hlgh-performance aerospace vehlcles

ln recent years have spurred a new lnterest ln metal matrlx

composltes. These materials offer several dlstlnct advantages over the

more common organlc polymer matrlx composltes such as: hlgh

thermal/electrlcal conductlvlty, no molsture absorptlon and higher

operating temperatures. One aspect of these materials whlch has

hampered thelr use ls the lnablllty to analyze the lnherent nonllnear

load—dlsplacement response. Efforts by several researchers have focused

on the development of constltutlve models sultable for metal matrlx

composltes. Few of these, however, have been utlllzed for structural

analysls.

Before metal matrlx composlte structural components can be

serlously consldered for aerospace applications, an adequate under-

standlng of thelr complex behavlor ls essentlal. In order to facllltate

the lnvestlgatlon of these components, sultable analysls methods are

requlred whlch can account for the nonllnear behavlor characterlstlc of

metal matrlx composltes. The current need for these analysls methods ls

the motlvatlon for thls research.

In the sectlon whlch follows, a revlew of several nonllnear constl—

tutlve theorles for composlte materlals ls presented. Based on thls

revlew, the most promlslng constltutlve theory wlll be selected for

lncorporatlon lnto an analysls capablllty suitable for metal matrlx

structures. In the closlng sectlon of thls chapter, an overvlew of the

proposed analysls methodology ls presented.

1
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1.2 Review of Cbnstitutive Theories

Constitutive theories can be broadly classlfied by the manner in

which the characteristlc material inhomogeneities are addressed. For

composlte materials, mlcroscopic theorles examine a representative

volume element composed of discrete homogeneous fiber and matrix

phases. By the application of mechanics principles the local stress and

deformation fields of the volume element can be established. If the

scale of the inhomogeneity ls small compared to the characteristic

dimension of the problem, then the local fields can be averaged to

produce effectlve or equlvalent homogeneous lam1na properties. This

field of mechanlcs ls typically referred to as micromechanlcs. Alter-

nately, macroscopic theories address the behavior of the composlte

material wherein the material is presumed homogeneous on a lamina

scale. As a result, the macroscopic theories provide no information

with regards to the state of the individual constituent phases.

In this section representative mlcroscopic and macroscoplc consti-

tutive theories w1ll be revlewed. The purpose of this is to identify

the current state of constltutive models suitable for metal matrix

composites.

1 . 2 . 1 Micrcscopic Theories

In the field of micromechanics, the behavior of linear elastlc and

vlscoelastic composltes is well documented [1,2]. The elast1c—plastic

behavior characteristlc of metal matrix composites, however, has not

provided many tractable solutions.
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Hill [3,4] is generally recognized as the first to provide a frame-

work for the evaluation of effective moduli of fiber reinforced

materials with elastic-plastic phases. Incremental stress-strain

expressions in conjunction with a self-consistent micromechanics scheme

were used to obtain instantaneous moduli. Bounds were obtained for the

overall modulus and the flow stress. The only rigorous solution

obtained was for the axisymmetric loading of a transversely isotropic

composite cylinder.
l

An elastic-plastic continuum model for fiber reinforced composites

was developed by Mulhern, Rogers and Spencer [5]. Their model regards

the composite as transversely isotropic with inextensible fibers and a

rigid-perfectly plastic matrix. The yield surface was formulated in

terms of invariants, characteristic of the transversely isotropic geom-

etry. The extension of an elastic fiber with an elastic-perfectly

plastic coating was considered in Mulhern et al. [6]. The stages of

development of the plastic zone in the fiber coating was examined.

These were compared to the results obtained by Hill [3]. Hill's solu-

tion differed from that of Mulhern et al. in that the fiber coating

yielded instantaneously. A comparison of the results from these two

solutions showed an insignificant difference. In a later publication

[7], the authors generalized their earlier continuum theory [5]. These

extensions included incorporation of an elastic fiber and an elastic-

perfectly plastic matrix. The assumed yield function was unaffected by

normal stress in the fiber direction which eliminated the hysteresis

loops found in their earlier work [6].
’ "
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The assumptions incorporated by Mulhern, Rogers and Spencer [5]

made their model easily adaptable to various applications. Spencer [8]

extended the theory to a composite reinforced by two families of

fibers. This was useful in studying the behavior of composite lami-

nates. The same model was the basis for other applications such as the

dynamic analysis of composite beams [9] and large deformation of compos-

ite structures [10,11].

Adams and others [12-19] solved various micromechanics problems

using numerical techniques. Most of the analyses were based on finite

element methods. Typically matrix nonlinearities were modeled by using

an incremental plasticity theory. Various effects were addressed such

as temperature, moisture and crack propagation. The work performed by

Adams and Crane [19] is of particular interest. The inelastic stress-

strain behavior of a cross-ply laminate was determined using a finite

element micromechanics model for the constitutive relation. while the

results presented showed good agreement with experimental tests, the
'

formulation was not presented in a systematic manner which could be

applied to general laminates.

Dvorak and his colleagues [20-29] have spent many years researching

the behavior of metal matrix composites. One of their earlier works

[20] used the finite element method to establish the initial yield
‘

surface of a metal matrix composite assuming a hexagonal fiber array.

These results were later generalized [20] by introducing a set of stress

invariants characteristic of the transversely isotropic geometry. The

initial yield surface was found to be an irregular ellipsoid with its

longest axis inclined toward the hydrostatic stress axis. Their analy-
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sis showed that matrix yielding generally starts at the fiber-matrix

interface. The yielding was influenced in the flber direction by the

fiber to matrix moduli ratio and the fiber volume fraction. Transverse

to the fiber, the initial yielding was controlled by the matrix yield

stress. Hydrostatic stress was shown to cause yielding and volume

changes, unlike typical metal behavior. Relatlvely small temperature

changes were shown to produce matrix yieldlng. Values as small as

70°F were shown to cause initial yielding for a boron/aluminum compos-

1te with a 10,000 psi matr1x yield stress. Based upon their investiga-

tion of initial yield surfaces, Dvorak and Rao [22] developed a simple

but accurate contlnuum plasticity theory for axisymmetrlc deformation of

unidirectional f1br0us composites. Assuming elastic flbers with a

nonhardening matrix, a simple hardening rule and associated flow rule

were formulated. In comparison with a composite cylinder model

evaluated by the finlte element method for a complex load history, the

continuum theory showed very good agreement. Their axisymmetric theory

was also applied to analyze unlform temperature changes in a metal

matrix composite with conslderable success [23].

The elastic-plastic behavior of fibrous composltes was explored by

_ Dvorak and Bahei-El-Din [24] using the self-conslstent micromechanics

scheme [4]. The authors modified the self—conslstent scheme to allevi-

ate the problems reported by Hutchinson who observed high estimates of

initial yield stress and low plastic stralns in the early stages of

. deformation [30]. To correct this problem, Dvorak and Bahei-El-Din

replaced the elastic inclusion by the composite cylinder model from

Dvorak and Rao [22]. For the case of axisymmetrlc mechanlcal loading,



the modified self-consistent scheme produced similar results predicted

by the unmodified self-consistent scheme and the composite cylinder

model. For case of initial yielding due to longitudinal shear loading,

the modified self-consistent scheme performed well while the unmodified

self-consistent scheme encountered some difficulties. Calculations of

longitudinal shear loads produced an initial yield stress which was

‘ substantially higher than the matrix yield stress. This contradicted

the initial yield estimates obtained by finite element analysis [21],

which showed the initial yield stress well below the matrix yield

stress. While modifications to the self-consistent model were found to

improve the performance, their implementation was prohibitively diffi- „

cult for nonsymmetric loading.

To obtain a general constitutive model and retain computational

simplicity, Dvorak and Bahei-El-Din [24,31] introduced a simple micro-

mechanics model, which they called the Vanishing Fiber Diameter Model.

.This model assumed each of the fibers to have a vanishing diameter while

the fiber volume fraction in the composite remained finite. The assump-

tions resulted in equal fiber and matrix stresses in all directions but

the axial direction. In the axial direction, the fiber imposes a defor-

mation constraint on the matrix which produces equal axial normal

strains in the fiber and matrix. The simplicity of this model allows

for the easy incorporation of any matrix material nonlinearity. Bahei-

El-Din [30,26-29] incorporated the Vanishing Fiber Diameter Model with a

Mises-type matrix material which obeys the Prager-Ziegler kinematic

hardening rule. This constitutive model was used in classical lamina-

tion theory and in a three-dimensional finite element analysis code,
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PAC78. In order to obtain good correlation with experimental results,

Bahei-El-Din used in situ matrix properties since the unreinforced

T matrix properties yielded poor results. Initial yield surfaces computed

for a cross-ply laminate showed reasonable agreement when compared to

results obtained by the finite element method from Rao [32]. Experi-

mental results for an axially loaded laminate were compared to the

results from PAC78 [27]. The predicted strains in the load direction

showed very good agreement, however, the strains in the transverse

direction were overestimated. The authors suggested this discrepancy
u

could be a result of neglecting the fiber-matrix interaction in the

transverse direction.

Min and Crossman [33] used a plane stress mechanics of materials

model for the elastoplastic deformation analysis of unidirectional

composites subjected to both thermal and mechanical loading. The model

explicitly accounts for the microstresses and the thermal residual

stresses but only for a nonhardening matrix. The model of Min and

Crossman was extended by Min and Flaggs [34,35] who added a white-

Besseling plasticity model [36] for the matrix material. The deforma-

tions induced by thermal cycling of a unidirectionally reinforced graph-

· ite/magnesium composite were examined by Wolf, Min and Kural [40]. The

authors used the mechanics of materials model developed by Min and

Flaggs [34,35] to analyze the complex thermal load history. The compar-

ison between this analysis and experimental data was poor. The authors

attributed the difference to temperature dependence of the matrix yield

stress and matrix creep which were ignored in the analysis.
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Ruffin, Rimbos and Bigelow [41] developed an elastic—plastic point

stress laminate analysis program called MLAP. Their program was formu-

lated using the Vanishing Fiber Diameter Model and a kinematic hardening

Mises-type matrix material based upon Dvorak and Bahei-El-Din [26,29].

Comparison of experimental results and predictions by the MLAP program

showed fair agreement. The MLAP program over predicted the transverse

strains which seems to be characteristic of the Vanishing Fiber Diameter

Model.

Aboudi, in a series of investigations [39-48], presented a micro-

mechanics model based on a higher-order continuum theory. The theory is

very versatile in that it can account for:

1) particulate, short or continuous fiber reinforcement,

2) general mechanical and thermal load histories, ‘

3) quasi-static or dynamic impact loading rates, and

4) damage in the form of fiber-matrix debonding.

Aboudi [43] modeled fiber reinforced metal matrix composites as

transversely isotropic fibers of rectangular cross section arranged in a

doubly periodic array. The matrix surrounding the fibers was modeled as

an isotropic viscoplastic material by using the unified viscoplastic

theory of Bodner and Partom [49]. Due to the periodic fiber/matrix

arrangement only a representative unit cell need to be considered. The
‘

representative cell was subdivided into four rectangular subcells, one
h

for the fiber and the remaining three for the matrix material. This

allowed the displacement field to be expanded in terms of an nth order

Legendre series within each of the subcells. Displacement continuity

relations were developed by requiring the displacements to be continuous
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at the subcell lnterfaces in an average sense. The governing

differential equatlons for the nth-order contlnuum theory were obtalned

by taking moments of the equations of motion. Consequently, field

quantitles such as stresses were replaced by moments of stresses.

Solutions are obtalned by solvlng the higher-order equatlons of motion,

the displacement continuity relations and appropriate traction boundary

conditions.

In order to predlct average behavior of a composlte only a first-

order displacement expansion was required. Results for the first-order

theory showed good agreement with other mlcromechanlcs solutions and

experimental data. Comparisons of the inelastlc behavior were made to

conventional finite element solutions by Foye [50] and Hashin and

Humphreys [51]. These indicate good agreement, especially in the trans-

verse direction.

In this section a broad overview of various micromechanically based

constltutlve theories 1s presented. Many of the theories have certain

llmltatlons while others are more complete. The following list provides

some of the highlights of the theories reviewed in this section:

• Rigid flbers assumed [5]

• Nonhardening matrix behavior [5,33]

• Restricted loading conditions [6,22,23]

• Numerical solution accounting for various effects [12-19]

• Based on simple closed-form micromechanics formulatlon [26],

lncludes nonisothermal behavior [35,38]

• Rectangular fiber cross section assumed, includes vlscoplastic

matrix and thermal effects [39,40,42,45]
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1.1.2 Mäcroscopic Theories

0ne of the first attempts to analyze the nonlinear behavior of

composites at the macro level was performed by Petit and waddoups

[52]. The authors considered uncoupled nonlinearitles in the longitu-

dinal, transverse and shear directions which acted independently during

combined loading. Failure of individual plies was determined by a

maximum-strain criterion. The authors made certain assumptions about

the behavior of the failed plies. Transverse ply failure lmplied that _

load could still be carried in the longitudinal or shear directions.

Similarly, shear failure lmplied that load could still be carried in the

longitudinal or transverse directions. Longitudinal failure, however,

implied a total ply failure and no further load carrylng capability.

The authors incorporated these principles into a lamination analysis

program. The plies were allowed successlve failures until the laminate

ultimately failed. The correlation with experimental results for

stress-strain response was fair to good, but the failure predictions

were generally poor.

Hahn and Tsai [53] modeled nonlinear shear response of a composite

by 1ntroduc1ng a complimentary elastlc energy density function. A

polynomial expansion of the complementary elastlc energy density func-

tion was performed. In addition to the second-order terms which

descrlbe the linear elastic behavior, one fourth-order term was retained
”

to describe the nonllnear shear behavior. The application of this model

to unidirectlonal [53] and multidirectional composite systems [54]

produced fair results.
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Hashin, Bagchi and Rosen [55] used a Ramberg-Osgood representation

of lamina transverse and shear stress—strain curves in conjunction with

a deformation theory to describe the nonlinear laminate behavior. The

lamina was assumed to be linear elastic in the fiber direction. The

inelastic compliance was assumed to be a function of the transverse and

shear stresses only. Comparison with experimental results provided fair

results for the stress—strain behavior.

Jones and Nelson [56], using a deformation theory of plasticity,

developed a nonlinear model to describe the biaxial softening behavior

of ATJ-S graphite. The authors used a generalization of the Ramberg-

Osgood stress-strain relations to represent the material properties. A

strain energy density function was introduced to relate the uniaxial

material properties to the multiaxial stress state. Biaxial test data

showed good correlation with model predictions. The theory was later

adapted to unidirectional laminates [57] with limited success.

The anisotropic plasticity theory of Hill [58,59] has influenced

many subsequent researchers. Hill originally proposed his theory to

model the weakly orthotropic behavior typically found in cold—rolled

metals. The theory assumed yielding was independent of hydrostatic

stress and plastic flow was incompressible, which are standard assump-

tions for metals. A generalization of the von Mises yield criterion was

— formulated in which the yield criterion was not expressed in terms of

Q- stress invariants. As a result of this, the criterion was defined only
‘

with respect to the principle axes of anisotropy.

Several authors have suggested extensions to Hill's theory. Hu

[60] and Jensen et al. [61] proposed work hardening rules. Dubey and
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HIllIer [62] developed a more general yIeld crIterI0n and associated

flow rule based upon Invariant principles. ShIh and Lee [63] formulated

a sImple extension whIch allows dIstortIon of the yIeld surface and

varIatIons of the anIsotropIc yIeld parameters durIng deformatIon.

PIfko, LevIne and Armen [64] developed a three-dImensIonal fInIte

element program for the InelastIc analysis of composites. HeurIstIc

arguments were used to develop a sImple normality condItIon and kInemat-

Ic hardenlng rule.

Chou and Chou [65] developed a plastIc flow rule for lamInated

composites wIthIn the context of a three-dImensIonal lamInatIon theory

[66]. The authors used a generalIzatIon of the MIses yield crIterIon.

In addition, a Henchy stress-strain expression [59] was Incorporated to

descrIbe the evolution of the plastIc straIn components. Proportional

loading of a composIte wIth a bIlInear stress-straIn relation was

examined. These assumptIons allowed the development of analytIcal

expressIons for the response of the composIte wIthout resortIng to

numerIcal evaluatIon. The authors stated that theIr theory was general

enough to be Incorporated Into an Incremental formulatIon but the

resulting nonlInear equatIons for the overall stresses would requIre a

numerIcal solution.

I Ren1erI and HerakovIch [67] used quasI three—dImensIonal fInIte

element analysIs to examIne the thermomechanIcal response of composIte

lamInates. In theIr analysIs, nonlInear material behavior was Intro-

duced by a Ramberg-Osgood expression for material properties, but no

stress InteractIon was assumed.
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Griffin [68] developed a three-dimensional finite element program

for the analysis of composite materials. An incremental approach was

used which incorporated Hill's anisotropic theory of plasticity and

second-order thermal effects. Analysis of unidirectional off-axis

laminates showed generally good agreement with experimental data. As a

result of the three-dimensional formulation, the variety of laminates

and structural configurations examined were limited by the available

computer resources.

Chandrashekhara [69], using the finite element method, introduced a

version of Hillls anisotropic plasticity model into a geometrically

nonlinear shell theory. The author demonstrated the versatility of the

finite element method by solving a large variety of static and dynamic

problems. Unfortunately, the lack of available experimental data made

it impossible to determine the accuracy of the modified Hill plasticity

model used in the analysis.

Pindera and Herakovich [70] extended Valanis' endochronic theory of

plasticity [71] to transversely isotropic media. Their theory was based

on the internal variable formalism employed within the context of clas-

sical irreversible thermodynamics. The authors demonstrated the

accuracy of their theory by modeling various phenomena such as dissipa-

tive response in the shear and the transverse directions, permanent

strain accumulation, nonlinear loading and reloading and stress interac-

tion effects.

Russian researchers, Zinov'ev and Sarbaev [72] presented a general-

ization of the endochronic theory. Incremental stress-strain relations

were presented in which the total strain tensor was uncoupled into
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elastic and inelastic strain components. The inelastic strains were

characterized by a set of intrinsic time scales, characteristic of the

endochronic theory. Results for proportional loading showed fair agree-

ment. The authors did not address the incorporation of complex load

histories into their model.

Recently, wren and Allen [73] developed a constitutive model for

the inelastic deformation of a metal matrix composite with damage. The

model is still in the developmental stage while a suitable damage growth

law is being formulated.

In this section a broad overview of various macromechanically based

constitutive theories is presented. Many of the theories have certain

limitations while others are more complete. The following list provides

some of the highlights of the theories presented in this section:
4

• Nonlinear elastic analysis without stress interaction for

_ multiaxial load conditions [52,53,67]

• Deformation theory of plasticity [55,56,57]

• Generalization of Hill's anisotropic theory of plasticity

[62,63,64,68,69]

• Endochronic and other theories based upon the internal state

variable formalism of irreversible thermodynamics [70,72,73]

1.2.3 Discussion of the Constitutive Theories

In order to select a constitutive model which would be suitable for

structural analysis, certain minimal requirements are needed. Obvi-

ously, the theory must be valid for any general type of mechanical

loading. Also, thermal loading must be included since metal matrix
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composites are primarily used at elevated temperatures and for thermally

stable structures. Another requirement is the capability to model

complex load histories. while not as important as the first two

requirements, this capability would be required for any type of dynamic

analysis or thermal cycling.

In view of the previously stated requirements, the micromechanics

based theories seem the most complete. Host of these theories satisfy

the requirements of general mechanical and thermal loadings. General

load histories could be addressed if an appropriate inelastic material

model was selected for the matrix. The accuracy of the micromechanics

theories have demonstrated certain problems, especially in predicting

transverse material properties. The theory of Aboudi seems most

promising in this regard. In addition, Aboudi's theory has been

extended to include damage in the form of fiber/matrix debonding. The

‘ use of relatively conventional finite element formulations for constitu-

tive relations, such as those of Adams and Crane [19], also must be

disregarded because they would result in models which would be

computationally too intensive for structural analysis.

One other advantage of a micromechanically based theory should be

mentioned. In the preliminary design phase, new fiber/matrix combina-

tlons must often be evaluated prior to extensive characterization. If

laminate material properties are limited, then a macroscopic model could

be of little or no use. However, if the constituent materials have been

characterized, then a micromechanics based theory could provide esti-

mates of the composite behavior. V
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The macroscopic constitutive theories demonstrate considerable

promise, most notable of these theories is the endochronic theory of

Pindera and Herakovich [70]. Unfortunately, the endochronic theory has

not been extended to include thermal effects. The only other macro-

scopic constitutive theory which would be suitable is the anisotropic

theory of plasticity by Hill. This particular theory has been studied

by many other researchers and further examination of it is not

warranted.

1.3 Present Study

The emphasis of the present research is the development of suitable

analysis methods which will accurately predict the nonlinear response of

uetal matrix composite structures. For this purpose the micromechanics

theory of Aboudi has been selected for the composite constitutive

theory. This theory has many attractive features which are responsible

for its selection such as the suitability of the theory for a variety of

reinforcement geometries, relatively few material parameters required

for characterization, ability to account for imperfect fiber/matrix

bonding and overall computational simplicity.

The various stages of the analysis are depicted in Fig. 1.1. The

analysis process has two distinct aspects which are referred to as

composition and decomposition. In general, composition can be defined

as the progression of the analysis from smaller scales to larger

scales. Decomposition is simply the composition process in reverse.

_ The composition process begins at the micro scale with individual

homogeneous fiber and matrix phases. Micromechanics is used to evaluate
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the effective homogeneous behavior of the individual phases. This

results ln is the first scale transition, from the micro scale to the

lamina scale. In the composition process, the effect of the fiber and

matrix have been averaged such that on this scale the lamina appears as

a homogeneous anisotropic media.

At this point a decision is required regarding the type of

structural analysis to perform. Due to the preliminary nature of this

study, three-dimensional analysis was dismissed because it would be

computationally too expensive. This in turn would result in limiting

the type and variety of the structures which could be examined. with

regards to the general types of two-dimensional theories, a laminated

plate theory was selected due to its simplicity and its ability to model

the geometries found in most test coupons.

The next scale transition is from the lamina to the laminate

scale. This consists of assembling several lamina into a laminate via

the use of lamination theory. At the laminate scale, the integrated

response of all the laminae is obtained by eliminating the dependence on

the thickness coordinate. Fundamentally this provides the constitutive

relation for a typical differential element of the laminate. The final

scale transition to the structural scale is performed through the utili-

zation of plate theory. This transition requires the solution of a

boundary value problem for the displacement field associated with the

equilibrium position of the plate. The solution of the boundary value

problem is performed numerically by using the finite element method.

After the displacement field is obtained for the structure, the

reverse process, decomposition, is performed. From the displacement
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fleld at the structural scale, the mldplane stralns, curvatures and

stress resultants are obtalned at the lamlnate scale. Next the average

lamlna stresses and stralns are computed by uslng the lamlna constl-

‘
tutlve relations. Flnally, the flber and matrix stresses are

establlshed by uslng the mlcromechanlcs theory.

The nonllnear material response characterlstlc of metal matrlx

composltes ls attrlbuted prlmarlly to yleldlng ln the matrlx materlal.

To account for thls behavlor, a vlscoplastlc materlal model ls lncorpo-

rated lnto the Aboudl mlcromechanlcs theory. Due to the lnelastlc

behavior of the matrlx materlal, the structural analysls ls performed ln

an lncremental fashion. For each lncrement the effect of the lnelastlc

natrlx stralns ls transformed from the mlcro scale to the structural

scale by the composltlon process. At the structural scale, the plate

boundary value problem ls solved lncludlng the effects of the lnelastlc

natrlx stralns. The decomposltlon process ls then used to evaluate the

matrlx stress state at the mlcro scale. Nlth the matrlx stresses known,

the lnelastlc stralns are determlned for the next lncrement ln the

solutlon where the process ls repeated.

Now that the overall analysls methodology has been presented, a

detalled examlnatlon of the lndlvldual components ls requlred. In the

followlng chapter, a revlew of the Aboudl mlcromechanlcs theory for

contlnuous flber relnforced materlals ls presented. The thlrd chapter

wlll address the development of the lamlnated plate constltutlve rela-

tlons and the solutlon of the lamlnated plate boundary value problem.

The fourth chapter presents numerlcal results of the theory developed ln
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Chapter 3. The concluding chapter sunmarizes the findings and provides

reconmendations for future work.



2. MICROMECHANICS

2.Ll llacükgzxouzui

In this chapter, the micromechanics theory which is used for the

analysis of continuously reinforced metal matrix composites will be

presented. The chapter begins with a brief introduction to the micro-

mechanics effective modulus theory followed by the development of the

governing equations used in the Aboudi theory. These governing equa-

tions are then solved to obtain the effective lamina constitutive rela-

tions.

In general, all materials are heterogeneous. The only question

which remains is the scale at which the heterogeneities are observ-

able. Certainly one would agree that this statement is true if a

material is examined at the atomic or molecular scale. In continuously

reinforced composite materials, the smallest scale at which both consti-

tuent phases are observable will be referred to as the micro scale. The

size of a particular scale can be defined in·terms of a characteristic

dimension. The mean fiber spacing is a suitable characteristic dimen-

sion for the micro scale. If the composite is examined on a scale an

order of magnitude larger than the micro scale, the individual fiber and

matrix phases would be indistinguishable. This scale will be referred

to as the lamina scale. Since the individual phases are not readily

observable, this suggests replacing the composite material with a homo-

geneous material which responds on average identically to the original

composite. At this point, the basic problem can be stated. Utilizing

an averaging process, we want to predict the equivalent homogeneous

21
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material properties of a composlte given the constituent phase material

properties and phase geometries.

In order to develop the required averaging process, a mathemati-

cally rlgorous approach will be abandoned 1n favor of a physlcally based

development. Conslder an experlmentalist who is faced with the task of

determlnlng the properties of a material. Test coupons will be fabri-

cated which are designed to produce uniform stress and strain fields

within the gage section. To determine the Young's modulus of a homo-

geneous material, an axial load P 1s applied to the test coupon which

results in a uniform stress 6 in the gage section. Based on measure-

ments of the deformation field, the strain ls found to be uniform with a

magnltude 6. From th1s lnformation the Young‘s modulus can simply be

calcul ated as 6/6 .

If the material was heterogeneous instead of homogeneous, then the

applied load P would result in nonuniform stress and strain fields

w1th1n the gage section. Since the stress and strain fields are varying

spatially the Young's modulus cannot be determined directly, however, by

averaging the stress and strain fields over a suitable volume the

effective or average Young's modulus can be determined.

Using the previous simple example as a guide, we can generalize the

averaging process by consldering a suitable volume V with boundlng

surface S. When the body 1s loaded by prescribed surface trac-

tlons T? on S which would result in a uniform stress field for a homo-

geneous material, the effective compliance Sxjkz of a heterogeneous

material can be defined through the relation
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where the average stress is defined by

· ·- 1 .» . aij =-V fv ¤Vj(x1) dV (2.2)

and the average strain by

" =-l [ (x ) av (2 2)*15 v V *15 1 ·

where eij is the infinitesimal strain tensor, and the displacement field

is assumed to be single valued. Similarly, by considering a set of

prescribed displacements ug on S which would result in a uniform strain

field for a homogeneous material, the effective moduli Cgjkl of a

. heterogeneous material can be defined through the relation

‘ ‘ " 2 4
*15

‘
°15k1 *k1 ( ' )

The evaluation of the effective material properties requires the

formulation of a suitable boundary value problem. The domain of the

problem is selected as a typical representative volume element v which

is loaded either by prescribed tractions T? or displacements ug on S.

These boundary conditions are selected to produce uniform stress or

deformation fields in a homogeneous material. After the solution of the

boundary value problem is obtained, the average stress and average

strain can be determined from (2.2) and (2.3). The effective material

properties are then obtained by utilizing either (2.1) or (2.4). l

The solution of the boundary value problem is facilitated by vari-

ous simplifying assumptions regarding the representative volume ele-
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ment. The simplifications are employed in order to yield tractable

solutions that still retain the fundamental characteristics of the

. composite. Assumptions which are typically used are: perfect

fiber/matrix bonding, uniform fiber spacing and various fiber cross

sections. Examples of several of these idealizations and their asso-

ciated representative volume elements are presented in Fig. 2.1.

The material presented in this section was included to explain the

motivation of this research and to provide a brief introduction to

micromechanics theory. The material presented is by no means comprehen-

sive, the interested reader is referred to the work by Christensen [1]

and Hashin [2] for a rigorous treatment of the subject.

2.2 Development of the Aboudi First—Order Micromechanics
Theory!

Since the Aboudi micromechanics theory is relatively new, there is

no single source where a complete presentation of the subject may be

found. For this reason, the theory is reviewed in this section with

considerable detail. The work presented in this section for the most

part is based on Refs. [39,40,44,47,48].

2.2.1 Geometry

The geometrical idealization of the composite is illustrated in

Fig. 2.2. The fibers are continuous along the xl axis with a uniform

rectangular cross section of dimension hl and ml. The fibers are sus-

pended within the matrix phase in a rectangular array, uniformly spaced

at distances h2, 12 in the x2, x3 directions respectively. Due to the

periodic arrangement of the fibers, only the representative volume
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element is required for further analysis, see Fig. 2.3. The representa—

tive volume element or unit cell is subdivided into four subcells, one

fiber and three matrix. Each subcell is identified by indices 61,

where BQY = 1,2. For example the fiber subcell is indicated by BY = 11. f

Unless stated otherwise, the summation convention will be suspended for

the indices 6 and 1. Located at the center of each subcell is a local

coordinate system xl,x§°), x§Y).

2.2.2 Displacenent Field and Cbntinuity Relations ·

In order to predict the effective behavior of a composite, only a

first—order displacement expansion is required. Since the desired

average response of the composite is only meaningful if the heterogenei—

ties are small, we shall eliminate all terms of 0(hä) and 0(z$).

Within this context, the displacement field for a typical subcell

can be expressed as

1 , l_2_3 (251

where N§ßY), o$BY) and !$BY) are generalized displacements which are

functions of the spatial coordinate xl and time t only. The generalized

displacements take the role of undetermined parameters which must be

evaluated.

If the subcells are assumed to be perfectly bonded, the following

displacement continuity relations are required:

uiml-(1)
” “$2Y)|—(2) (M)

x2 = : hl/2 x2 = 1 h2/2
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x3 = 1 11/2 x3 = z 12/2

for 1 = 1,2,3. These relat1ons reflect the d1splacement cont1nu1ty at

adjacent and at per1od1c subcell faces w1th1n the representat1ve cell.

If an exact solut1on 1s des1red, these equat1ons would have to be sat1s-

f1ed 1n a po1nt-w1se manner. S1nce only the effect1ve response of the

compos1te 1s requ1red, the cont1nu1ty relat1ons w1ll be 1mposed 1n an

average sense wh1ch y1elds:

%_Y
x2 = : hl/2 x2 = 1 h2/2

(2.8)

0hß 2
ß 3 1 3 2

(2.9)

Introduc1ng the general1zed d1splacements 1nto the d1splacement cont1nu-

1ty relat1on, we obta1n

w(l1) ; °(1v) _ NQZY) x E?. °(2v) = 0 (2_10)1 2 1 1 2 1

119*) 1 Qi 11**1) - 11§ß2> 1 Qä 19*2) 1 11 (2.11)

The f1nal development of the d1splacement cont1nu1ty relations

requ1res the replacement of the discrete general1zed d1splacements by

globally continuous funct1ons. Aboud1 refers to th1s process as a

"smoothing operat1on" [39]. By 1ntroduc1ng the D1rac delta func-

t1on 6(x2,x3), the general1zed d1splacements can be expressed 1n terms

of continuous functions w$BY), ¢$BY) and v$°Y) wh1ch are def1ned through
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the following relations

6(x2 (2.12a)

6(x2 (2.12b)

6(x2 (2.12c)

Using (2.12), the first displacement continuity relation in (2.10)

can be expressed as

(1v)| "1 (1v) (2v) *‘2 (zv) -"1 P '2‘°1 P '"1 P
"2_°i

P ‘° (2*13)
1Y 17 27 2Y

where PBY indicates the location (x1,x§8),x§Y)) with respect to the

x1,x2,x3 coordinate system, see Fig. 2.3. This equation contains terms

which are evaluated at two different locations within the representative

unit cell. The final form of the displacement continuity relations we

seek, requires all the terms to be evaluated at a single common loca-

tion. This is performed by expanding the terms in a Taylor series about

a common subcell interface and dropping all terms 0(h§) or 0(2$). In

the case of equation (2.13), the terms are expanded about x2 = xér),

where we obtain
(lv) h h (Zv) h(1) Ill 1 (1) (2) .121... 1 (2)-"'1Y *2 axz *2 **11 ""1Y *2 axz ‘2 *11 ‘°

(2.14)

where all the terms are evaluated at x1,x$r),x§Y) .

The "smoothing operation" is completed by imposing (2.14) at all

points in the composite instead of a single discrete location. Simi-
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larly, the second equation of (2.10) can be expressed as

(1Y) h (ZY)(11) "1ä. h (11) (21 hä. h (2 1 -*1 ‘2’ ax, *2 *1 ""1Y ‘2 axz *2 *1Y ‘°
(2.15)

By adding and subtracting expressions (2.14) and (2.15) one obtains

119*)
-

w§2*) (2.162)

(211),;,11 2*1 1 axz 2 axz '

Additionally, (2.11) can be manipulated to obta1n results similar to

(2.16). These combine to yield the displacement continuity relations in

their final form

(4**) -
.1*2)

-
wgzl)

-
..122)

- 1., (2.17)
(11) (21) , ähhl;) + h2), (hl + h2) axz (_2.18)

£(B1)+£(B2)=(£+£)yl (219)1*1 2*1 1 2 113 · 1

In equation (2.17), the twelve field variables w§BY) have been reduced

to three wi. These represent the "gross' deformation of the compo-

site. The rema1n1ng field variables ¢$BY) and represent the
‘ 'local" deformations within the individual subcells. Although equations

(2.18) and (2.19) w1ll typ1cally be referred to as displacement continu-

ity relations, these really form constraint equations on wi, ¢$BY)

and v$BY) since they are not totally independent variables. Using

(2.12) and (2.17), the subcell displacement field (2.5) can be expressed

IIS
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w§¤*> T wi + ;g¤>.§ß~> + xgmgßrl (2.26;

Considerlng the temperature f1eld within the composite, the subcell T

temperature T(BY) can be expressed in a similar fashion as the d1splace—

ment field starting with (2.5). By imposing the same subcell continuity

as the displacements, the subcell temperatures can be expressed as

T(¤v) ,

Twhich1s the analogue to (2.20). In this expression T represents the

“gross” temperature and the "local” temperature variations are repre-

sented by and vTBY).

In a later section the displacement continuity relations will be

modified in order to relax the assuption of perfect bonding between the

subcells. This modification will allow the analysis of debonding

between the fiber and matrix phases.

. 2.2.3 Traction Cbntinuitg Cbnditions

The stresses within the 1nd1v1dual subcell are required to satisfy

both the equations of motion and traction continuity conditions between

the subcells. The equations of motion for a typlcal subcell neglecting

body forces are

(BY) ,
”(Bv)

where pa? 1s the subcell mass density, the dots refer to temporal

differentiation, and aT impliesz al = a/axl, az = a/axéß) and ·

33 = 8/BYÄY). The required traction continuity relations can then be
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stated as

h /2 2 (2.23a)
2 ‘ * 1 *2 ' — 2/

0§$1)I__(1) = G§§2)|_(2) (2.23b)
X3 =i11/2 X3 =:!.2/2

To develop the effective homogeneous response of the composite it

will be advantageous to perform an order of magnitude analysis of the

stress field. This 1s facilitated by expanding the subcell stress

components in a Legendre series as follows

(6+)-- , " ‘” (6+) —EX2-EE
°ij (x2'x3)

vßywhere

+1 /2 +h /2 2- 2-(6+) 1 * ° (6+) X2 X3 -(¤) -(+)s = f [ G F (—) F (——) dx ax (2.25)
‘3("'·") V; -11/2 -1+6/2 U "‘ hs " *+ 3 3

— _ "2n + 1Pn(x) -
———ä-— Pn(x) (2.26)

VBY = hB1Y (2.27)

The functions Pn(x) are Legendre polynomials which can be evaluated

using Rodrigues formula

1
dnu

2 n
Pn(x) = Tl ··—r; (X - 1) (2.28)

(2 ) n! dx-

From th1s formula the first three polynomials are

Po = 1
_ = X

PG = 6 <% — »*>
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The polynomials Üh(x) form an orthonormal basis over [-1,1] with respect

to the inner product

+1
dx (2-29)

The parameters Sggzäln) in (2.26) are generalized stress components,

where Sgäzglo) can be recognized as the average subcell stress. It
should be noted in (2.24) the stress field ¤$§Y) is constant in the X1

direction (along the length of the fiber). This can be proven by con-

sidering the average stress Pda in (2.2). Since the stress is non-zero

within the composite in general and the fibers are infinitely long, the

only way Fdj can remain flnlte when integrated ln the xl direction is

for the stress to be constant along the length of the f1ber. Similar

arguments can be used to show that the strain 1s also constant

along the fiber.

_ Using (2.24), the average stress Edi can be expressed as

· 1 2 (BY)add = V 6;:1 vßd smdß) (2.30)

where V = (hl + h2) (11 + 12). Since the average stress 1s only a

function of the average subcell stress, the higher-order general1zed

d stress components (Sgäzäln) for m = 0 and n 2 0) will be neglected. To
' siuplify the notation in subsequent sections we shall denote the average

„subcell stress as

S(ßv) - S(ßv) -
_L IHY/2 l+h°/2

(ßv) dy di (2 dl)*3 °
‘3<°·°)

' Val -2Y/2 -hs/2
°‘¤ 3 3 °

By neglecting the higher-order generalized stress components the

equations of motion (2.22) are trivially satlsfied. Additlonally, the
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traction cont1nu1ty conditions (2.23) reduce to

(lv) , (2r)S21 Szi (2.32)

(61) , (62)
S31 S31 u

(2.33)

Since the required effective homogeneous composite response requires the

computation of Zij which ls a function of only the need to solve

a boundary value problem for the local stress field has been avoided.

In a later section, we shall show that these simplificatlons have

reduced the micromechanics effective modulus theory to a relatjvely

simple algebraic problem.

2.2.4 Ihperfect Bcnding

The displacement continuity relations (2.17)—(2.l9), which assumed

perfect bonding between the fiber and matrix phases, will be modified to

allow varying degrees of adhesion. Based on the work of Jones and

Nh1tt1er [74], the displacement continuity relation will be replaced by

jump conditions at the subcell lnterface.

The jump conditions can be expressed for a general interface I with

normal vector g and traction vector t as

lgnll = Rn In (2.34a)

lgtll = Rt It (2.34b)

where

2,, = <·1·¤)¤

gt = E ° gn
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I„ = <1=·¤)¤

I1; = E ° In

ti=In

the above expression

[·]I = jump 1n the enclosed quant1ty across the 1nterface I

gn,gt = normal and tangent1al d1splacement vectors

Tn,Tt = normal and tangent1al tract1on vectors

Rn,Rt = normal and tangent1al bond1ng parameters

The scalar parameters Rn and Rt are 1ntroduced to descr1be the

state or cond1t1on of the 1nterface. When Rn = Rt = 0, perfect bond1ng

of the 1nterface 1s obtalned. when Rn = 0 and Rt + ¤, perfectly lubr1-

cated contact (Tn ¢ 0, Tt = 0) 1s obta1ned. Complete debond1ng 1s

obta1ned when Rn + ¤ and Rt » ¤.·

Incorp0rat1ng the jump cond1t1ons (2.34) 1nto the current m1cro—

mechan1cs formulat1on we obta1n
l

(1v)| (?v)I v (lv)
U · U = I R o1 -(1) _ 1 —(2) _ 12 12 -(1) _

x2 - 1 hl/2 x2 - : h2/2 x2 — 1 hl/2
(2.35)

(ß1)| (¤2)I 6 (el)!u - u = 1 R 6l Xgl) = 1 11/2 l Xgz) = 1 12/2 ll lg Xgl) = 1 I1/2
(2.36)

where R12 and R13 are general1zat1ons of the bond1ng parameters 1ntro-
‘

duced 1n (2.34) and no sum 1s 1mpl1ed on the 1ndex 1.
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Due to the similarity of the jump conditions and the displacement

continuity relations (2.6) and (2.7), the development w1ll proceed in an

analogous manner. The jump conditions are imposed in an average sense

at the subcell interface. After introducing the continuous generaljzed

displacements (2.16) we obtain

(1) *11 (1) (2) "2<2> (1)

2 2
1

$1) 1 ,1 $1) - $2) 1 52 $2) 1 1 Rg, 6§g1) (2.38)

where the integral of the surface tractions is replaced by the average

stresses. This is motivated by the development of the traction continu-

1ty relations in the previous section.

Smoothing is performed by expanding the jump conditions about their

respect1ve subcell interface. The resulting equat1ons are then imposed

throughout the composite to complete the process. At th1s point, the

development is identical to the displacement continuity cond1t1ons. Due

to the s1m1lar1ty with the displacement cont1nu1ty relations, we will

only state the result1ng imperfect bond1ng conditions which are

Wgu) = [$12) = [$21) = [$22) = W1 (2.39)
aw

(hl + hz) 55% (2.40)

aw
(21 + 22) 55% (2.41)

where no sum is 1mpl1ed on the index 1. _
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In (2.40) and (2.41), the most general case of 1mperfect bond1ng 1s

considered. Th1s allows the degree of bond1ng to be spec1f1ed between

each of the subcells. Th1s capab1l1ty prov1des a means to s1mulate the
e

effects of a flaw w1th1n the compos1te. Cons1der1ng debonding at the

fiber/matr1x 1nterface only, the generalized bond1ng parameters can be

related to the normal and tangential bond1ng parameters by the follow1ng

Rn, Y = 1, T = 2

Rgv =
g

Rt, Y = 1, 1 ¢ 2 (2.42)

O , Y = 2

Rn, 6 = 1, 1 = 3
Rgv = g

Rt, 6 = 1, 1 ¢ 3 (2.43)

0 , 6 = 2

2.2.5 Average Strain Relations

The evaluat1on of the average stra1ns must reflect the poss1b1l1ty

of d1scont1nu1t1es 1n the displacement f1eld [75]. The expression for

the average stra1n Evj g1ven by (2.3) requ1res su1table modification to

reflect the poss1b1l1ty of 1mperfect bond1ng g1ven by

nj (2.44)

where E$§Y) 1s the subcell average stra1n def1ned as.
+1 /2 +hB/26%*) = vlf Y [ 6%*) aig“)aYg*) (2.466)

BY -1Y/2 -hn/2

6%*) =g (2.466)

av = {a/axl, a/aigß), a/aIgY)} (2.45c)
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and luill is the jump in the displacement across the interface I with

normal ni. When the displacements are continuous across the interface

I, the integral over the interface vanishes in (2.44) and expression

(2.3) 1s obta1ned.

The average subcell strains E$§Y) can be evaluated by using (2.20)

w1th (2.45) to produce

(Br) - Eil

(Sv) „ (BY)
622 62 (2.46b)

(6 ) - (6 >633* - (.3 * (2.46c)

(6 > , (sn 122E12Y ¢1 + axl (2.46d)

(en,,2E13 pl + axl (2.46e)

(2.46f)

The evaluation of the average strains will be performed by con-

sidering E32, from (2.44) and (2.46b) we have

- 1 2 (sn 1
6 =·- Z V ¢ —·—

f [u ln dI (2.47)22 VI22

Using the jump conditions in (2.35), the second integral becomes

2 +°*/2 (1) (1
f [u ln dI = RY f ¤ Y |__ dx Y
I 2 2 Yäl 22 22 Xgl) = +h1/2 3

‘ .
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2 (1 > < >+ Q nl [ 6 * |_ _ di * (2.48)Y_1 22 _1Y/z 22 Xgl) — -h1/2 3

Neglectlng the h1gher—order generalized stress components, ¤ggY) ls

replaced with SggY). Performing the indicated integration one obtalns

{ [uzlnz dl = 2.1 ngz sggl) + 2.z ngz sgg2) (2.49)
I

The juup conditions (2.40) can be used to express the above integral in

terms of the generallzed dlsplacements. Consider (2.40) for the

case 1 = 1 ultiplied by tl and for the case 1 = 2 multiplied

by 62. Adding the two resulting equatlons together we obtain

aw 22.1 ngz sggl) + 2.z ngz sggß 1 v $11 - ) vß .§ß*) (2.50)
2 8,7*1 Y

Substitution of (2.49) and (2.50) into (2.47) yields

szz = E- (2.51)
2

Similarly the remaining components can be evaluated to obtaln

- 1 2"1 21ei:] = ä + axi) (2.52)

2.2.6 Subcell Cbnstitutive Relations

The subcell strain tensor (2.45b) is assumed to be composed of

elastic, plastic and thermal components such that

(BY) = E(Bv) P(Bv) T(ßv) 2 53Sij S15 "'Sij +S1j (• )

Introducing contracted notation, the stress with a typical subcell can

be expressed as
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where (60,, (60 (60 (60 (60 (60 (60T
9 {°11 ’°22 ’°33 ’°12 ’°13 ’°23 }·

P(60 P(60 P(60 P(6) P(6) P(6)T
E {*11 ·*2z ·*33 ·2*12 Y ·2*13 Y ·2*23 Y }

·
„(ßv) , {¤(BY),a(BY),¤(BY),0’0·0}T
~ 1 2 3

and
(6 ) (6 ) (6 )cä;) 0}; 0%;) 0 0 0

6 6 ) 60%;) cä;) cä; 0 0 0
6 6 6 )cm) _ c13Y c23Y c33Y

° ° °” 0 0 0 cg?) 0 0
0 0 0 0 cg?) 0 I

0 0 0 0 0 cggl)

The thermal strains are given by the term AT(BY)g(BY) where AT(BY) 1s

the change in the temperature T(BY) from the stress-free reference

temperature and is the vector of coefficients of thermal expan-

sion. The general nature of (2.54) 1s selected since 1t can be special-

ized to reflect the desired behavior of the fiber or matrix. Using

(2.31), (2.45), (2.21) and (2.53) the average subcell stress can be

expressed as

l
§(ßY) _.„ E(BY)(E(BY) _ l:(BY) _ AT2(BY)) (2_55)

;

where the vectors representing the average subcell stress and strain are
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(61) - (61) (61) (61) (61) (61) (6 ) T§ ' {S11 ’S22 ·Sss ’S12 °S13 ’S23Y }

and the average plastic strains are

The development of the plastic strains within the subcells is

governed by a suitable plasticity theory. The unified theory of Bodner

and his coworkers will be used in this study. A review of this work may

be found in [76]. The theory does not use a yield surface typical of

classical theories. This feature ellminates the need to monitor

loading/unloading conditions. Instead the theory 1s defined by a system

of ordinary differential equations which assumes inelastic strains

always exist. These equations produce linear elastic behav1or by pre-

dictlng negligible small lnelastic strains. The theory does not un-

couple the 1nelast1c·strains into plastic and creep strain components,

as a result the theory is termedunified.The

evolution of the plastic strains 1s given by the Prandtl—Reuss

flow rule _

°(6 ) , (6 ) ‘(6 )
(

Lijl A T s1j* (2.56)

where L$§Y) is the average subcell plastic strain rate, A(BY) is the

subcell flow function and §$§Y) 1s the average subcell stress devlator

· ° *(8Y)
- (BY) (BY)S11 — Sij - Skk aij (2.57)
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Initially, at t = 0 the subcell plastic strains are zero, thus,

· (ßv) ,L11 (0) 0

The flow function A(BY) 1s given by

(1111)
’

2 11(ßv)¤ (6 ) (6 )^(8Y) ,, l(L.... Exp _ [ift; (2_58)
1/J (61) 3Jz Y

2

where JÄBY) is the second invariant of the stress deviator

(61) - L ^(BY) ‘(6 )J2 - 2 s11 s11Y (2.59)

1s a state variable and are material parameters.

The effect of the load history is introduced through the internal vari-

able 2. For isotropic hardening, the evolution of z 1s given by

2) Qéßv)/zéßv) (2_60)

z(BY)(o) = ZSBY)

where wp ls the rate of plastic work
°(Br) = (Br) (BY) , (Br) (Br)wp S11 L11 ZA J2 (2.61)

1 w§“Y’(¤) = 6
and m(BY), z§BY) are additional material parameters. when the material

parameters are constant, (2.60) can be integrated directly to obtain

2(ßv) 1 zäßv) 1
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The inelastic behavior is characterized by zu, 21, m, n and Do.

The parameters zu and 21 are proportional to the yield stress and ulti-

mate stress, respectively. The rate of work hardening is specified by

m. The sensitivity of the material to the loading rate is controlled

through the parameter n. Experience indicates for n = 10, the material

response is essentially rate independent for strain rates less than

10/sec. The limiting strain rate of the material is prescribed using

Dc. Typically this is arbitrarily set to Do = 104 sec'1.

In this section, the fundamental relations required for the micro-

mechanic theory have been presented. In the next section, these rela-

tions will be employed to develop the effective constitutive relations

for a metal matrix composite.

2.3 Chqposite Cbnstitutive Relations

Utilizing the theory presented in the previous section, the effec-

tive composite constitutive relations are established. These relations

are given by Aboudi in Ref. [77,78]. An alternate development for the

normal stress—strain response is presented which is easily programmed

and readily validated.

The fiber behavior is assumed to be orthotropic linear elastic. It

is convenient to express (2.55) for the fiber phase (BY = 11) as fol-

lows:
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Q?) Q? Q? Q? ¤ 0 ¤ Q?) Q?
Q?) Q? Q? Q? ¤ ¤ ¤ Q?) Q?
Q?) Q? Q? Q? ¤ ¤ ¤ Q?) Q?

= -AT{Q1) 0 0 0 sf;) 0 0 zeiäl) 0
afäl) 0 0 0 0 0 zgiäl) 0

0 0 0 A0 0 sg;) zeéäl) 0
(2.63)

where
(F) - (F) (F) (F) (F) (F) (F) ·H ‘Cu H *Cm H *Cu H
(F) - (F) (F) (F) (F) (F) (F)bz ‘ C12 “1 2 * C22 °2 * C22 °2
(F) - (F) (F) (F) (F) (F) (F)b2 ’ C12 °1 * C22 °2 * C22 °2

The matrix is assumed to be isotropic elastoplastic. Assuming plastic

incompressibility, the stress-strain relation (2.54) for the matrix

phase (61 ¢ 11) will be expressed as:

1 1 0 0 0
X u X O Ü O
1 1 „ 0 0 0 €§§*) (m) eggbl)
0 0 0 6(“) 0 0 zeigl) C ZG
0 0 0 0 0(“) 0 sägbl)
0 0 0 0 0 6(m) zségl) 6;§“*)
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b(m)
b(m)
b(m)

- AT (2.64)
0

0

0

where

A + 2G(m)

b(m)1
- Zvl 5

In (2.63) and (2.64) the superscripts f and m are introduced to identify

fiber and matrix quantities, respectively. The inelastic matrix behav-

ior is characterized by the five Bodner parameters zo, 21, m, n and

Do. Superscripts are omitted from these parameters with the under-

standing that they apply only to the matrix subcells (61 ¢ 11).
’

In this section and those which follow, the dimensions hß
and 17 will be replaced by the normalized quantities:

hs
hß 4- (2.65ü)

LY (2.666)

Using the normalized dimensions, the fiber and matrix volume fractions

become
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Vf = Vu = hlzl (2.66)

Vm = hlzz + hzzl + hzzz (2.66)

Due to the assumed orthotropy of the composite, the normal and

shear responses are uncoupled. This allows the solution of the normal

response to be obtained lndependently from the shear response.

2.3.1 Average Normal Stress-Strain Relations

The objectlve of this section 1s to develop the average normal

stress-strain relations in the following form

2- , *- *(6) (6) *(T)
EN Qu EN

‘
E EN

Y
EN

Y ' ^T E (2·68)
B•Y‘1

ßytl

where ·
z = {z 2; *6 }T
~N 11* 22* 33

- _ —·
- TSu ‘ {;11·°22·‘22}2§“”

= {L{‘i"’·L§$”·L§§”}T
The matrices Q3, Q;(ßY) and g*(T) are introduced to characterize the

effective homogeneous response of the composite to the total strains,

matrix plastic strains and thermal deformations, respectively. The

effective properties of the composite are obtalned from gg by noting the

following:
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L E Ii
* * *E1 E2 E2

* -1 “12 1 “§2
(c ) = -—— —— — (2.69)N EI E; E;

*“12 fg; _1_
*

·k
E1— E2 Es

and

61
*

_,
*_ (cu) 1 c (1)

-
„; (2.70)
·=·§

where E? 1s the effective Young's modulus, v$j is the effective

Po1sson's ratio, and ag 1s the effective coefficient of thermal expan-

sion.

Similarly, the average normal subcell stresses will be expressed as

2," · —(ß) (BY) —T
SN PN EN · )_ EN 7 LN · 7*79 (2-71)

B•Y°1
Bytl

where
_ (11) (12) (21) (22) T

§N·(§N •§N ·§N ·§N)

(6 ) , (6 ) (6 ) (6 ) Täu 7 {$117 · $221 • $337 1

Using (2.46), (2.52), (2.54), (2.63) and (2.64), the average normal

subcell stresses can be expressed as
§„ = Es + Ew (2-72)

where
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where matrix E 1s

cg) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 uff)

cg)00 0 0 0 0 0 0 V 0 0 bg)
cg) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 bg)

‘ 0 002G(m) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 M"')
1 00 0 0 0 _ 0 0 0 0 0

¤('“)

1 00 0 0 20("‘) 0 0 0 0 0 0
¤(‘“)

„ 00 0 0 0 26(“‘) 0 0 0 0 0 M"')
1 00 0 0 0 0 26(“') 0 0 0 0

¤("‘)

1 00 0 0 0 0 0 26("‘) 0 0 0 ¤("‘)
ll 00 0 0 0 0 0 0

20(“‘) 0 0
b('“)

1 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 26("‘) 0
¤("‘)

1 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 26(“‘) um
4 (12 x 13)
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cg) cg) 0 0 0 0 0 0
cg) cg) 0 0 0 0 0 0
cg) cg) 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 A A 0 0 0 0

0 0 u A 0 0 0 0
I

E = 0 0 A p 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 A A 0 0

O O U O u A O O

Ü O Ü O A u O O

0 0 0 0 0 0 A A

O Ü O Ü O O u A

O O O O O O A u

(12 x 8)

The vector w can be el1m1nated from (2.72) by 1mpos1ng the requ1red

d1splacement and tract1on cont1nu1ty. Th1s 1s performed by organ1z1ng

equat1ons (2.32), (2.40) and (2.42) w1th 1 = 2 along w1th equat1ons

(2.33), (2.41) and (2.43) with 1 = 3 into the follow1ng form

gw = gg (2.73)

where
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znccég) 0 0 hz 0 0 0
0 0 hl 0 0 0 hz 0

znncég) z1+ZRnC§§) 0 tz 0 0 0 0

Gs 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 mz
” cg;) cg;) 0 0 -„ -1 0 0

0 0 -11 1 0 0 -11 -1
cz;) cg;) -1 -„ 0 0 00O

O O O 1 u -1 -1.1

(8 x 8)

1 0 0 0 0’ 0 0 0 0 000
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -ZRnb§f)
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

E = 1 - ci;) 0 0 0 0 0 0 ZG 0 0 000
0 0 0 -26 0 0 0 0 0 2G 0 0

1 - cäg) 0 0 0 0 ZG 0 0 0 0 000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2G 0 0 ZG 0

(8 x 13)

In matrix Q, G 1s the shear modulus of the matrix.

Substituting (2.73) into (2.71), the average normal subcell

stresses can be expressed as

gu = Qg (2.74a)

where

ij = g + gg'111 (2.74b)
By examination of (2.71) and (2.72), it is observed that
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- -
U- - ..

-_ _ (12)¤ (2l)¤ (22)• (T?‘ [QNÜQN {Pu lgu IP Ü (H5)

Using (2.31), the average normal stress vector QM can be expressed in

the following form as

QM = ASM (2.76)

where
Ie=· Kmsavlzxévzlxävüll-

VBY is defined in (2.27) and 1 is a (3 x 3) identity matrix. Substitu-

tion of (2.74) into (2.76), yields the required expression for the

average normal stresses

QM = QQ (2.77)

where
.._ .,·k)E-

EQ = [MEN 2EN IEN IE ]
At this point, the required matrix formulation for the average

normal stress-strain relations is completed. From a computation aspect,

the most difficult operation is forming the term G'1H in (2.74b). Since

the G matrix is of dimension (8 x 8) the effort involved is minimal.

2.3.2 Lougitudinal Shear

The longitudinal shear response in the 12 direction is evaluated by

considering E12 ¢ 0 and all other stress components SMM = 0. From

M (2.32), (2.40) and (2.42), the following four equations are obtained

(11) _ (21) (12) _ (22)S12 ‘ S12 · S12 ‘ S12



ss

n ((11) + n ((12) + 2R $(11) = Eil (2 78)1 2 2 2 u 12 (xz ·
(12) (22) -ä"1"1*2 * "2*2 ‘ (xz

where hß is normalized as shown in (2.65a). Using (2.63), (2.64) and

(2.64), these equations become

*
2

(11) (f)nl 0 oz 0 (l wl_z - zntslz wzll
(12) - .

° "1 °
D2 *1 wl,2

(f) (m) (21) (0) (f) (0)) (21)6lz 0 -6 0 (l (6 - 6lz )wzll - 6 21lz

0 1 0 -1 ($22)(2.79)

where

*- (f)nl - nl + 2nt6lz
3(°),1 ‘ 52] .

Inverting the coefficient matrix, the local displacements ($8Y) are

•$“’
=="“’(~1( ¤ ··((¤(( ¤ ~·(,z·2¤(¤§§’~·(,(

($12) 0 1 0 nz nl z

($21) 0 1 0 -nz 2L{$2) - 21$§2)
(2.80)

where
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= (M) (f) (M) (f)112 h1e + h2e12 + 2RtG 612
The average subcell stresses $1gY) and average stress $12 can now

be evaluated, noting the terms w112 and w211 comb1ne to form a 2612 =

w1_2 + w2,1• The requ1red const1tut1ve relat1ons are summarized as

follows:

(M) (1) (M) (1)
(11) G G12

)‘2G
G12 —

S12 °‘T"" G "T"" G 2**1212 12
$$2) e("‘) h1e{“‘) 0 h2e{"') -21$2)

(M) (f) (M) (f)$(21) . ii; 0 _„<21>
12 112 112 12

(22) (M) (M) (M) _ (22)S12 G h1e 0) h2G 21122 (M (f)v e e
- (m) 21 12 (m)°12 G12 "12G 112 "22G

(2.81)

where
(M)

* „ 9... (f) (M) (M) (T)G12 112 {G12 {"11")’21*"22)*_G )’12*2“2R1;G G12)
and the terms 112 and VBY are defined 1n (2.80) and (2.27), respec-

t1vely.

The long1tud1nal shear response 1n the 13 direction 1s obtained by

cons1der1ng (2.23), (2.41) and (2.43) w1th 1 = 3. These equat1on$ are

solved 1n a similar fashion, l1ke the shear response in the 12 d1rec-

tion. For completeness, these results will only be stated.
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(m) (2) (m) (m)
(11) G G13 *2G G13

S13
A13 A13 0 0 2°13

(m) (2)1 G G$(12) G 2 13 0 0 _2L(12)
13 A13 13
(21) , (m) (m) _ (21)S13 G 0 116 126 2L13

(22) G(m)Gg) () () (22)III III
S13 Ü 2.16 2.2G -2L13

(m) (2)— 2 "12G G13 (AA) (m) —
°13 G13 VZIG "22G

(2.82)

where ( 1* .62. (2) (m) (m) (2)G13 A13 [G13 ("11*"12*"z2)*G "21*2"2'(1G
G13)

, (M) (2) (m) (2)
A13 116 + 12613 + 2RtG 613

2.3.3 Transverse Shear

The transverse shear response 1s evaluated by considering S23 2 0

and all other stress components 613 = 0. From the traction continuity

relations (2.32) and (2.33), we obtain

(1 ) - (2 )
$23* -$23* (2.83)

‘ (61) _ (62)$23 - $23 (2.84)

Careful examination of these equations along with (2.30), we can con-

clude that l
· , (11), (12), (21), (22)°23 S23 S23 S23 S23 (2*85)
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An expression for the average strain Eég in terms of the subcell

strains ESSY) 1s also necessary. This can be developed by considering

(2.40) with 1 = 3, multiplied by ml when Y = 1 and 22 when y = 2 and

(2.41) with 1 = 2, multiplied by hl when 6 = 1 and h2 when 6 = 2. The

four resulting equations are added together to yield

(2.86)

Using (2.46f) and (2.52), we obtain the required expression for the

average strain

2
2?23 = Q vhzségl') + 2(ltl + hl)Rt sgl) (2.87)

ß„v=l

The effective response of the composite is obtained by introducing

(2.63), (2.69) and (2.80) into (2.82). Solving for Eég we have

where G(m)G(f)GE: 7V1lG
+ (V12 + V21 + V22)G23 + 2(hl + 1l)RtG G23

Since the transverse shear stress is uniform in the f1ber and matrix

(2.85), the above expression for Eég is a Reuss bound or an upper bound

solution [1].

2.3.4 Transversely Isotropic Averaging

In the preceeding sections, the effective constitutive relations

were establ1shed for a continuously reinforced composite. The solution

of the effective behavior was facilitated by utiliz1ng the uncoupling of

the shear and normal material response. These effects are now combined
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to give

_ 2
9 = _

2
§*(BY) ‘|:(BY) _ AT g*(T) (2389)

where the effective elastic modulus matrix is

_N
G3 zero

c* 3 12
6*

zero G23

The matrices Q*(BY) are formed in a similar fashion from (2.68), (2.81),

(2.82) and (2.88), and the vector Q*(T) is defined as

By factoring the matrix Q* from all of the terms, the average plastic

strains EP and average thermal strains EJ are easily identified by the

relation

E = Q*(E · EP - ET) (2-%)
where

2EP 3QT

= u(g‘°')'1g*(T) (2.92)

In general, the Aboudi micromechanics theory, due to the rectangu-

lar fiber array, produces orthotropic elastic constants characterized by

a total of nine independent constants. Usually in applying the Aboudi
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theory, the fibers are assumed to be square (hl = 11) and equally spaced

(h2 = 12). The resulting square symmetry reduces the total number of

independent elastic constants to six (C11, C22 = CS3, C12 =

C13, C23, C44 = C;5 and Cgs). If transversely isotropic elastic con-
stants are desired 1nstead, Aboudi [48] has developed an averaging

method which can be utilized. This method will be referred to as trans-

versely isotropic averaging (TIA).

The procedure is developed by considering the elastic modulus

matrix C* rotated an arbitrary angle 5 about the fiber axis (the xl-

axis). The rotated modulus matrix Q*(5) is determined using standard

tensor transformations. The transversely isotropic modulus matrix §* is

obta1ned by averaging Q*(5) over all possible orientations such that
T

.1- 1 T tl
Q = ;„·f Q (a) ds (2-93)

0

- Performing the indicated integration, the nonzero elements in the sym-

metric matrix Q are given by

.* _
*C11 ‘ C11

..* — .*
-

1 * *1*
C12 ' C12 ‘ ?(c12 T C12)

* *.1- .1 _ 3 1- 1 (:23 Eg-C22 T C22 ‘ 5 (C22 T C22) TT T* 6
*-2 1 =•· =·· 3C22 fgC22 T 5 (C22 T C22) T T ‘ 6

.* •_*

-
1 * *C44 ‘ C66 ‘ 5 (C44 T C66)

4 .:k _1 .* ...* 'C66 ‘ 2 (C22 ‘ C22) (2*94)
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These equations comprise the five independent constants characteristic

of a transversely isotropic material.

The transversely isotropic elastlc modulus matrix Q is incorpor-

ated into the effective constitutive relations by replacing Q* by
QE

in

(2.90), while retalning the expressions (2.91) and (2.92) without modi-

fication for the average plastic and thermal strains. It should be

ncted that by replacing Q* with Q*, the subcell stresses are no

longer related to the average stresses EQJ through (2.30). Although

this method introduces a certain degree of approximatlon, Pindera and

his coworkers [79] have employed TIA to obtain excellent response pre-

dictions for a boron/aluminum composite.

2.3.5 Plane Stress .
The prevlously developed constitutive relations are od1f1ed to

lncorporate the assumptlon of plane stress in the xl-x2 plane. Due to

the anisotropy of the composlte, this assumption only alters the normal

stress—stra1n equatlons. For the state of plane stress $Q3 = 0, the

reduced constitutive equations for the normal stresses are expressed as

QR = QQR (2.95)

and
;N - QQR (2.96)

where the vectors $R and gR are the same as $R and g with EQ3 elimi-

nated. The components of the reduced stiffness matrlces Q and D aredefined as
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E E-
Eij = 1 = 1,2

A 1,2

CU = _ _ (2.97)

- _ °12°2(;+1) _

and .

E EEU - 1 = 1,2,3,...,12
C33 j = 1,2

E = (2.98)U — 91393( j+1) ··
' 1

'1= 1,2g3,•••,12

where E1 J and U1 J are elements of the Ü and Ü matrices defined in (2.77)

and (2.75), respectively. The matrices Ü and Ü are partitioned simi-

larly to Ü and Ü to obtain

« ^ ^*'^*(12)!^*(Z1)I^*(22)'^*(T);|
E = [QMSN ,.9;; ,9.N {E (2-99)

^ - ^*' ^*(12)' ^*(21)' ^*(Z2)' ^*(T)]9 ‘ [911}-911 {Pu {911 {P- (2*199)

Combining the normal and shear equations, the plane stress consti-

tutive relations are

g' = QS' · gb - gi- (2.101)

where

, _ ————T
9 ‘ (;11•°2z·°12·°12·°22)
_——-—T

S' ‘ {9-11’°22'2°12’2°13’2°23}
, _ { P P P P P }TSp ‘ °11’°22’°12’°13’°23
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_ T T Tgi- · {¤ll,¤22,O,O,O}

and Q 1s the reduced stiffness matr1x. Notationally, the prime (') in

(2.52) 1s introduced to indicate either reduced stress or reduced strain

vectors with respect to the xl, x2, x3 coordinate system.

Using (2.52), (2.81), (2.82) and (2.88) we find

cll clz 0 0 0

czl czz 0 0 0

Q = 0 0 Gqz 0 0 (2.102)

{
0 0 0 613 0

{
0 0 0 0 623

The upper (2 x 2) sub-matrix of Q should be identified as Q; from

(2I99)•

The vector gl characterizes the inelastic response of the compo-

site. This vector will be referred to as the plastic stress vector

which 1s defined as

2 (6 ) (6 >glg- E g Yu: Y (2.103)
B•Y=1
ß+·y$2

where 1s given in (2.54) and Q(BY) 1s established in a manner

similar to Q. For example,
(
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613 614 615 0 0 0

623 C24 625 0 0 0

gm) = 0 0 0 v126‘"') 0 0
(m) (f)V G G

13
·A·0 0 0 0 0 VIZGZ3

(2.104)

where the normal response is given by the upper (2 x 3) sub—matrix which

is §;(12) in (2.99) and the shear terms are identified as coefficients

of —2L$§2) from (2.81), (2.82) and (2.88).

Similarly the vector g} is introduced to account for stresses

resulting from thermal expansion. The thermal stress vector is defined

as

§*(T) 1

¤· = AT qm = AT ° (2.105)-1 - 0
0

2.3.6 Transformation of Coustitutive Relations

Transformed constitutive relations are required in order to develop

the lamination theory in the next chapter. Due to the added complexity

of using a micromechanics theory and the incorporation of inelastic

effects, the transformation of the stress-strain relations will be

addressed in some detail. 4 _
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Consider the lamina constitutive relations established in the

previous section which define the stress—strain behavior with respect to

the xl, x2, x3 coordinate system. Ne shall introduce a second coordi-

nate system x, y, 2 which is rotated relative to the xl, xz, x3 system

by an angle 6 as shown in Fig. 2.4. The xl, x2, x3 and x, y, 2 coordi-

nate systems will be called the material and structural coordinate

systems, respectively. For a given rotation 0, we have the following

relation:

Eu nz nz Zmn 0 0 axx
4*

022 nz mz -2mn 0 0 0xy
Ä.

= -mn mn (mz — nz) 0 0 0 (2.106a)12 xy

E13 0 0 0 n n an

EZ3 0 0 0 -n n ayz

or in matrix notation '

gl = Io 9 (2.106b)

where

m=COS 0

n = sin 6

Similarly, the strains are related through
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Figure 2.4. Typtcal Lamtna
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Z22
nz m2 —mn 0 0 ew

2Elz - -2mm zmm (mz - mz) 0 0 zexy (2.107a)

2'EB 0 0 0 m m zgxz

2E23 0 0 0 -m m zsyz
or

E' = Ia E (2.107b)

Using (2.101), (2.106) and (2.107), the stress-straln relations relative

to the structural coordinate system are given by

E = § E · gp - ET (2.108)

where
— _ -19 · I., 9 I,

0 =
T']- cu =

T']-~P
···o ~P

~¤3+62ET
= K1 Ei - mr gm
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3. LAMINATED PLATE THEORY

3.1 Introduction

The nonlinear constitutive relations developed in the previous

chapter are incorporated into a refined plate·theory which will be

termed a first-order shear deformation theory [84]. This distinction 1s

used to identify the order of the dlsplacement expansion used through

the thickness of the plate. The theory presented here is an extension

of theorles originally proposed by Hildebrand, Reissner, and Thomas [80]

and Mlndlin [81]. The fundamental assumptions of the first-order shear

deformatlon theory are:

1. The displacements of the midsurface are small compared to the

thickness of the plate.

2. Straight lines normal to the midsurface before deformation

remain straight and inextenslble but not necessarily normal to

· (the midsurface after deformatlon.

_ 3. Stresses normal to the midsurface are negllgible lrrespectlve

of the loading.

3.2 Kinematics

A cartesian coordinate system (x, y, 2), which we shall call the

structural coordinate system 1s used, see Fig. 3.1. The structural

coordlnate system is oriented so that the x-y plane coincides with the

mldsurface of the plate. According to assumption 2 above, the

displacement field can be assumed in the following form
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¤x(x.y„z„t) = ¤(x„y„t) + zvx(¤„y„t)

¤y(x„y„z„t) = v(x„y-t) + zvy(x.y„t)

(3-1)wherethe functions u, v and w are the displacements at the midsurface

z = O and the functions px and vy characterize the rotations of normals

to the midsurface in the x and y direction, respectively. Ne should

note that the classical Love—K1rchhoff theory 1s obtained by setting

aw
°x ° ' Fx

. _ Evy ay _ (3-Z)

Ne can express the inflnitesimal strains smn associated with the

displacement field (3.1) as

emn = 6mn(o) + zemn(1), for m,n = x,y,z (3.3)

where
1 , zu „ E

°xx(0) ax* °xx(1) ax
av

. 21 . ..1°yy(0) ay' °yy(1) ay
av vv

- E!. 21 = ..£ ..12°yv(¤) ' av + ax' 2°xy(1) ay + ax

- A! =2°xz(0) ° wx + ax' °xz(1) 0

=
3-E

=2°yz(¤) wy + ay' °y2(1) °
°zz = °zz(0) S °zz(1) = 0



Separating the stralns into inplane and transverse shear components, we

obtaln

EI EQ E

= + Z (3.4)
E5 E5 9

where
T

e = {e e Ze }T
~¤ ><><(¤l'

yy(¤l’ ><y(¤l

nc = {e ,1-: ,2e }T

gs = {Z:-:xz,2eyz}

and Q is the zero vector.

3.3 Laminated Plate Constitutive Relations

By assumption 3, the laminate is in an approximate state of plane

stress. For the mth lamina which is oriented by an angle 6 relative to

the structural system, the stress-strain relations are given by

(2.108). After partitioning these equations into inplane and transverse

stress components, we obtain

and

-
—(ml (ml

gs - QS es - asp (3.5b)

where
(ml , T

91 {°><><'°yy’°><v} (ml
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(m) =
P P P T

EIP {°xx’°yy'°x_y}(m)

(m) =
T T T T

EIT {°xx°°yy'°x_y}(m)

(m) _ T 2 .
Es " {°xz°°yz)(m)

(m) _ P P T
. ESP ' {°xz°°yz}(m)

@-1 and gs are defined through the relation

Ü; E
E

Ü = _
E 95

where g is the zero matrix.

To develop the required constitutlve relations, we now introduce

the following stress resultants:

hP T +—
N N N 2 1 -~ ~ ~ l (ml (mlo(m o g d2 (3.6a)

Z LI ~IP IT]
2

+2
(Q•QPl = I

h
(3.6b)

”
Ü

where
_ T—P

_ P P P T_T

_ T T T T
!--

T
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P _ P P P TIQ — {Mx,My,MXy}

T T T T T
E {Mx’„My’Mxy}

g = {g„.g„}p
gp = {g§.g§}p

By introducing (3.5a) into the expressions for ij and Ij from (3.6a)

the in-plane constitutive equations are now established as

rg lg ß so up up
=

” ”
-

”
-

”
(3.7a)tl +1 +1 E +1p +1p

where

+h/2 _
2(I_§,§,Q) =

jp
QI(l,z,z )dz

-h/2

Similarly the transverse shear constitutive relation are obtained

Q = k(ßSES — QP) (3.7b)

where

+h/2 _AS =
jp Qsdz”
-h/2

and k has been added as a shear correction coefficient. Unless stated

otherwise the value k = 5/6 will be used. For further discussion of the

shear correction coefficient the text by Nhitney [82] is suggested.
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Equations (3.7a) and (3.7b) form the constitutive relations for the

inelastic thermomechanical behavior for a laminated plate. Often these

relations are referred to as lamination theory, for example see Jones

[83]. For the case of classical plate theory, (3.7b) will vanish

leaving only (3.7a).

The evaluation of the constitutive relations (3.7) is complicated

due to the inclusion of the plastic stress resultants
gp, gp

and QP. These stress resultants are based on the integration through

the thickness of the plate of the plastic stresses ggg) and gég). The

plastic stresses are functions of the subcell plastic strains L$§Y).

These strains are evaluated by integrating the plastic flow rule

(2.56) in addition to the plastic work expression (2.61). The integra-

tion of these equations form a typical initial value problem. Due to

the lack of simple analytical expressions for the plastic stresses,

numerical integration is used for both the temporal integration of the

plastic subcell strains and the spatial integration of the plastic

stress resultants. This process will require introducing a set of

integration points through the thickness of the plate for computing the

stress resultants. At each integration point, an explicit time integra-

tion scheme is employed such that the plastic subcell strains are com-
.

puted at t + At, using the current information available at time t.

Given g(t), g(t), Q(t) and AT(t), the computations required for a

typical time step t are summarized as:

1. Evaluate the stress resultants
g,”g

and Q

2. Evaluate the thermal stress resultants gT and gT

3. Integrate the plastic stress resultants
gp, gp

and QP
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4. Solve (3.7) for EO, E and ES
5. Compute as required for output:

a) Lamina stresses from (3.5)

b) Fiber/matrix stresses from (2.96), (2.81), (2.82),

(2.85) and (2.88)

6. For each integration point in the laminate:

a) Evaluate and VÄBY)

b) Integrate L$§Y) and W$BY) forward to t + At
H7.

Increment time counter

8. If t < tend
Then go to step 1

Else stop

For the first time step, the process is begun with the initial condi-

tions L$§Y)(0) = 0 and W$BY)(0) = 0. The specific details of integra-

ting the stress resultants and the plastic subcell strains will be

addressed in subsequent sections.

3.4 Equilibrium Equations

The equilibrium equations are developed utilizing the principle of

virtual work. First, consider a general body with volume V which has a

bounding surface S. The body is in a state of equilibrium subjected to

prescribed displacements ui on surface S1 and prescribed tractions ti on

S2. The surfaces S1 and S2 combine to form S without overlapping. The

principle of virtual work states that when a body is perturbed from an

equilibrium position by a kinematically admissible virtual displace-

ment sui, the resulting virtual work is zero
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fv ¤1j6e1jdV - fs t16uidS = 0 (3.8)

2
where the first integral is the virtual work of the internal forces and

the second Integral 1s the virtual work due to external forces on S2.

The virtual work due to external forces on S1 1s zero since su, must

vanish on S1 for a klnematically admlssible virtual dlsplacement field.

In order to apply the prlnciple of virtual work to the f1rst—order

shear deformation plate theory, consider a plate in the x-y plane of

uniform thlckness h, see Fig. 3.1. The middle surface of the plate at

z = 0 is bounded by the curve C. The area interior to the curve C will

be denoted by R. The internal virtual work of the plate is expressed as

+h/2

+ Zuxzaexz + 2¤yz6eyZ)dxdydz (3.9)

In order to evaluate the external virtual work, we need to consider

tractions which are applied to the upper and lower surfaces of the plate
1

(z = t h/2) as well as the perimeter C of the plate. The tractions on

the upper and lower surfaces of the plate are tz, tzx and tzy, see Fig.

(3.1). Considering only the normal traction tz, the transverse load

q(x,y) is defined as

q ‘
tzI+n/2 ‘ tz)-h/2 (3*10)

On the edge of the plate, tractions are denoted tn, tns and tnz where n

and s refer to the normal and tangential directions, respectively. By

integrating the tractions across the thickness of the plate, the follow-
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ing resultants are obtained

. . .+h/2„

. I+h/2 „ „
U

. (N .N ) = (t .t )2dzn s _h/2 n ns

The external virtual work for the plate can now be expressed as

{ tisui dS = [ q aw dxdy + [ N au dS
s R c " "2 1

+ fc Nssus dS + fc Mnswn dS
2 3

+ ( ü 60 dS + [ 6 sw as (3.12)
4 5

where

un un nx ny u px
. = (3.13)

us °s
” ny nx V °y

' and the portions of the plate boundary C on which the stress resultants

Nn, NS, Mn, MS and Qn are specified are lndicated by C1 through C5,

respectively.

Combining (3.9) and (3.12) and using (3.3) and (3.6), the weak form

of the equlllbrium equations are obtained

. a a a a
E + Nxy 5·y)6U + 5; + Ny ·§)GV

3 EL. _ 2.. EL.+ (Qx 5; + Qy ay q)6w + (Mx ax + Mxy ay + QX)G¢x (3.14).
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+ (Mxy My äy + Qy)awy}dxdy + fc Mn6undS + fc Ms6uSdS
1 2

+ fc Mn6¢ndS + fc Ms6¢sdS + fc Ösaw dS = 0
3 4 5

Using integration by parts where needed to lsolate au, 6v, sw, aux

and swy, the Euler equatlons can be ldentified to form the equilibrium

equatlons. These may be found in [84] along with the natural and essen-

tlal boundary conditions. For the purpose of developing the required

flnite element model, the weak form of the equilibrium equations (3.14)

are sufficient.

3.5 Finite Element Mbdel

Due to the inelastic material response, exact analytical solutions

are not possible even for the simplest problems. In order to obtain an

approxlmate numerlcal solution, the finlte element method ls selected

due to its superior ability to model complex geometries. In the f1n1te

element method the domain R of the plate 1s dlvided into simpler sub-

domains Re which are called elements. The field quantities are approx1—

mated within the element as a finite linear combination of functions

with undetermined parameters. Utillzlng a variational statement or weak

form of the governing equations, an approxlmate solution is obtalned by

locatlng the stationary point of the functional in terms of the previ-

ously undetermined parameters.

For the plate problem previously introduced, the displacement field

within a typical element is expressed as
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V e¤(x.y.t) = 121V

ev(¤.y„t) = 121 ¢1(x.y) v,(t)

w(¤„y.t) =
121

¢1(><.y) v1(t) (345)

r 1 e1»x(x.y„t) == 121 ¢1(><.y) ¢x1(t)

1· (xyt) 2¢ (xy)1·° (1:)y I 9
1=1

1

9where¢1 are Lagrange interpolating polynomials (typically called shape

functions), ug, vg, wg, eig and ogg are the nodal values of (u, v,
w, vx, vy) at the ith node of the element and r is the total number of

nodes in the element. In (3.15), the nodal displacements take on the

role of undetermined parameters in the displacement expansion.

The required weak form of the equillbrium equations (3.14) were

previously derived using the prlnciple of virtual work. The element

level system of equations 1s obtained by considering (3.14) for a typi-

cal element. By introducing (3.15) and (3.3) into this equation and

requiring the variations of the displacements to be arbitrary, the

following system of equations 1s obtained

(¤°1 (1**} - (F} + (rg} + (»=$} (3.16)

where [Ke] 1s the linear stiffness matrix of the element,
{Ag}

1s the

nodal displacement vector, and {fg}, {FS}, {Fg} are the nodal force

vectors due to the applied loads, plastic strains and thermal strains,
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respectively. Refer to Appendlx A for the expl1c1t form of these

equatlons. In order to model the complete domain, the equations from

each element are assembled into a global system of equations. By

introducing the assembly operator A, the global system 1s

lKl{A} = {F} + {FP} + {FT} (3-171

and
N{K1 = A u<*1

e=1

@1 = {1 @*1
e=1

N e{FP} = egl {FP}

N e{FT} = $1
{FT}

where {A} is the global displacement vector and [K], {F}, {FP}, {FT} are

the global counterparts from (3.16).

This formulation 1s typically called an initial strain formulation

[85]. The advantage of this formulation 1s its slmpliclty. Since the

standard linear stiffness matrix 1s used, only a single factorization is

required. An explicit time integration scheme 1s employed to evaluate

the plastic strains. The nodal force vectors are then formed and the

displacements {A} are evaluated simply by resolution.

The computations required for a typical time step t are summarized

as:
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1. Form {F}, {FP} and {FT}

2. Solve (3.17) for the nodal displacements {A}

3. Compute element stresses as required for output
‘

4. For each integration point within each element

a) Evaluate and NPBY)

b) _Integrate L$§Y) and HPBY) forward to t + At

5. Increment time counter

6. If t < tand
Then go to step 1

Else stop

For the initial time step, the initial conditions L$gY)(0) = 0 and

0 are used.

3.6 Numerical Integration of Plastic Stress Resultants

Techniques for numerical integration (sometimes called quadrature)

are often expressed as a weighted sum

+1 N _[-1 f(c) ds = Tél Hn f(6„) (3-18)

where Hn are weighting coefficients and an are the base points of the

particular formula. In [86] Stroud and Secrest, provide a comprehensive

tabulation of several methods such as Gauss-Legendre, Lobatto and

several other integration rules.

In order to numerically integrate the plastic stress resultants

using a quadrature method of the form defined by (3.18), the required

integration must be expressed over the interval [-1, +1]. Since the

stress distribution through the thickness of the laminate is typically
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discontinuous between two adjacent pl1es, the integration will be sub-

d1v1ded at each ply interface. Examining the plastic bending mo-

ment MP from (3.6), the required integration 1s subdivided as follows

P M Zm
M = Z f z gIP(z) dz (3.19)

_ m=1 zm_1

where M 1s the total number of pl1es and zm, zm_1 are the coordinates of

the upper and lower surfaces of the mth ply, respectively.

The integration limits of (3.19) are transformed by utilizing the

following relation

z = zm_1 +-gg (1 + 5) , -1 s 5 s + 1 (3.20)

where hm = zm - zm_1. Introducing (3.20) 1nto (3.19) we obtain

P M hm +1 hm
M =

mgl
E- fgl [zm_1 + ä—·(1 + 5)lgIP(5) d5 (3.21)

From (3.18), the above expression becomes

MP = g
gn gg H [z + fm (1 + 5 )]6 (5 ) (3.22a)

~ mgl ngl n m—1 2 n -IP n

where Nm 1s the total number of base points used 1n the mth ply. Simi-

larly the other plastic stress resultants are obtained

NP =
gm

Tw H 6 (5 ) (3.22b)~ mgl ngl 2 n ~IP n

gp
= g

gm
E! H 6 (5 ) (3.226)

mgl ngl 2 n -SP n

The parameters Nm are introduced to allow different order integration

rules for the different plies. This can be used to bias the integration

order toward the outer surfaces of the laminate where the plastic
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strains are the largest. The selection of the integration method will

be discussed next.

Numerical integration methods can be classified by examining the

placement of the base points within the integration interval. Newton-

Cotes quadrature uses equally spaced base points. Usually these are

selected to include the end points of the integration interval. For

N = 2 and N = 3, the Newton-Cotes formulas give the familar trapezoidal

and Simpson's integration rules, respectively. Nith regards to accuracy

using N base points, Newton-Cotes quadrature will exactly integrate a

polynomial of order N - 1.
V

Gauss-Legendre quadrature uses optimally placed base points to

allow the exact integration of a 2N + 1 order polynomial using only N

base points. The optimal placement of the base points results in the

unequal spacing of these within the integration interval. This quadra-

T ture rule for the case N = 1 is typically called the midpoint rule due

to the central location of the single base point. Gauss-Legendre

quadrature is computationally more efficient than Newton-Cotes quadra-

ture since it can integrate exactly a given polynomial with considerably

few base points.

For some applications, it is advantageous to have base points

located at the end points of the integration interval. Labatto quadra-

ture uses this idea by placing base points at the integration end points

while the remaining base points are placed optimally within the integra-

tion interval. For N = 2 and N = 3, Labatto and Newton-Cotes integra-

tion rules are identical. Since the base points within the interior of

the integration interval are optimally located, as the number of base
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points increases, the accuracy of Labatto quadrature lmproves from that

of Newton-Cotes quadrature toward the accuracy of Gauss-Legendre

quadrature.

Cormeau [87] examined the relative performance of several quadra-

ture rules for the integration of lnelastic stralns through the thick-

ness of a degenerate solid element. His experiences are summarized

below.
• Repeated use of the midpolnt rule was found to underestlmate

the inelastlc displacements.
• Repeated use of the trapezoldal rule was found to overestimate

the inelastlc displacements.
• Gauss-Legendre quadrature was found to converge the fastest,

however, the convergence was not uniform.

• Labatto integration was observed to behave slmilarly to Gauss-

Legendre quadrature when N was greater than 3 or 4, however,

the convergence was not as fast.

In view of Cormeau's observations, Gauss-Legendre integration will

be used in this study to evaluate the plastic stress resultants.

3.7 Integration of the Plastic Strains

The integration of the plastic strains 1s the single most lmportant

aspect in the solution procedure. The selected integration scheme

governs the overall solution accuracy, numerical stability and the

computatlonal effort required for both the lamlnated plate constitutive

relations and the finite element model. For thls reason, two integra-

tion strategies are considered; the Euler method and a predictor-correc-
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tor method. Both of these methods incorporate some type of local error

estimation to adjust the integration step size.

The Euler method is the simpler of the two methods and will be

examined in some detail. For now, consider a single ordinary differen-

tial equation

%% = F(y,t) , t z 0
‘

(3.23)

with the initial condition y(0) = yo.

He desire an integration scheme in which yn+1 = y(tn+1) is evalua-

ted based on information at yn = y(tn). Consider the Taylor series

expansion of (3.23) T

yn+1 = yn + Fnat + %·;;g atz + ... (3.24)

where at = tn+1 - tn. Euler's method is obtained by retaining only the

linear terms of the Taylor series

. _yn+1 = yn + Fnbt (3.25)

In order for Euler's method to provide an accurate estimate for yn+1,

the remaining higher order terms in the Taylor series must be relatively

negligible. Hith this goal in mind, the quadratic term ggg Atz from the

series is used to develop an expression for selecting a suitable step

size.

Banthia and Mukherjee [88] suggested using the quadratic term in

the Taylor series normalized by the local rate of y as a measure of the

local truncation error
'
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e =——-——i—- (3.26)
Max (|F„|. |F„_1|)

The hlgher order derlvatlve ls ellmlnated by lntroduclng a backward

dlfference approxlmatlon

dF F — Fn n n—1
E

3Thlsallows the local truncatlon error to be expressed as

|F - F late”°'
= ——'L— (3.28)

Max (IF„I. IF„_1|)
By prescrlblng an upper bound on the error egax, the tlme step ls then

expressed as

e ax ,* M ua u M n
At S (3_29)

IFn ° Fn-ll
Banthla and Mukeherjee, based on thelr experlence wlth stlff lnelastlc

constltutlve equatlons, related the error eäax to égax whlch ls the

maximum lnelastlc straln rate ln the body at t = tn

* e„ Emax · (3.30)
°max

where e ls a posltlve constant establlshed by experlmentatlon.

The Euler method ls generallzed to a system of equatlons by slmply

replaclng y and F ln (3.25) by thelr vector counterparts y and F. In

computlng the tlme step At, a suitable vector norm of the local trunca-

tlon error e* ls used. In thls study a 1-norm ls used whlch ls slmply

the sum of the absolute value of the elements of the vector.
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One final aspect of the time step selection method used for Euler's

method is required. During elastic loading of the structure At can

become very large by (3.29) and (3.30) since égax is small or even

zero. In order to prevent the integration from proceedlng past sudden

changes in the response, the time step is constrained such that

At s Atmax (3.31)
where Atmax 1s an upper limit lmposed on the time step which 1s estab-

lished by experlence.

The second integration scheme 1s an Adams predlctor-corrector

method developed by Shampine and Gordon [89]. This method ls imple-

mented in a software package available from Sandia Laboratories [90].

The program incorporates a variable-step/variable—order Adams method

with a set of sophistlcated error measures.

These two integration methods are selected since they range from

very simple to extremely complex. In the next chapter, we shall examine

the relative performance of these integration schemes and assess their

sultability for integrating the Bodner-Partom plasticity theory.



4. APPLICATIDNS

4.1 Introduction

This chapter contains results for several sample problems which are

analyzed using the Aboudi micromechanics theory. The first few examples

address the computat1onal aspects of the analysis, specifically the

temporal integration of the plastic strains and the spatlal integration

of the plastic moments. The accuracy of the finite element model ls

investigated by examlning a classical problem, the bending of an elas-

tlc-perfectly plastic beam. Results are presented for metal-matrix

components subjected to several loading conditions. Comparisons with

experimental results are given wherever posslble.

4.2 lkuquoral lzuuäyration

The integration of the plastic strains 1s carrled out using Euler's

method and a pred1ctor—corrector method. The relative performance of

the two integration methods 1s examined with regards to their accuracy

and computatlonal effort.

4 For this purpose, the uniaxial loading of a [:45lS boron/aluminum

laminate is examined. The constituent material properties obtalned by

Plndera and Lin [91] are used (see Table 4.1). A uniform normal

stress 6 is applied such that NX = hü and all other stress resultants

are zero. For this loading, the stress d1str1but1on 1s constant in the

xy-plane so that only the constltutive relations are required for eval-

uation. Due to the kinematic assumptions, the plastic stress resultants

are computed exactly uslng a one point Gausslan quadrature rule. The

86
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Table 4.1.

Boron/Aluminum Constituent Properties at
Room Temperature From Reference [91].

Boron Properties

E = 58.0 msi

v = 0.2

Aluminum Properties (6061) ° ‘

. E = 10.5 msi

v = 0.33

00 = 104 sec'1

20 = 14.5 ksi

21 = 27.6 ksi

m = 70 .

n = 10
1

Composite Properties

Fiber Volume Fraction, Vf = 0.46
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laminate is loaded at a rate of 8 = 0.25 ksl/sec to a maximum load of 25

ksl.

Results of the integration are presented in Table 4.2. Typical

stress-strain curves obtained by each method are given in Figures 4.1

and 4.2. For the Euler method, integration control ls specified by two

parameters e and Atmax, the local truncatlon error and maximum time

step, respectively. The pred1ctor—corrector method requires speclfying

relative and absolute local error tolerances. These parameters are set

equal and are denoted by e in the table.

The number of function evaluations in the table refers to the

number of times the plastic strain rates are calculated. These are

included as a measure of computational effort. For the Euler method

this 1s the number of time steps required to 1ntegrate the function.

For the pred1ctor—corrector method each time step requires two function

evaluatlons, one for the predictor phase and one for the corrector

phase. Information from the predictor and corrector phases of the time

step 1s then used to assess the local error. If the error is within an

acceptable limit, the step ls accepted and the integration continues.

If the error is not within an acceptable limit, the last step is

rejected, a new time step size 1s selected and the step ls attempted

again until an acceptable error 1s obtalned.

Examlnlng the number of function evaluations required to lntegrate

the lamlnate response to 8 = 25 ksl, the Euler method requires approx1—

mately half as many function evaluatlons as the predictor-corrector

method. The performance of the Euler method can be attrlbuted to two

factors. The first is that the Euler method uses the maximum plastic
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Table 4.2.

Temporal Integration of a [145lS Boron/Aluminum Laminate

Integration Error Atmax Number of Straln(%) Percent
Type Parameter Function at Error*

e (sec) Evaluations ¤ = 25 ksi

E 1.E—1 0.5 --- unstable —-—

E 1.E—2 0.5 838 1.38793 9.997
E 1.E-3 0.5 2064 1.26500, 0.254
E 1.E—4 0.5 2383 1.262l8_ 0.031
E 1.E—5 0.5 3254 1.26187 0.006
E 1.E-6 0.5 4452 1.26186 0.006
E 1.E-7 0.5 10916 1.26186 0.006
E 1.E—1 0.1 --- unstable -——

E 1.E—2 0.1 1571 1.38780 9.987
E 1.E-3 0.1 2514 1.26521 0.271
E 1.E—4 0.1 3363 1.26197 0.014
E 1.E·5 0.1 3722 1.26186 0.006
E 1.E-6 0.1 4807 1.26186 0.006
E 1.E-7 0.1 11393 1.26186 0.006

P-C } 1.E—1 --— -—- unstable ---
P-C 1.E-2 --- 4759 1.30116 3.120
P-C 1.E-3 --- 5923 1.27917 1.377
P-C 1.E—4 ——- 6955 1.26573 0.312
P-C 1.E-5 --— 7651 1.26188 0.007I
P-C 1.E—6 ·—— 7796 1.26179 0.000
P-C 1.E-7 --- 7909 1.26179 0.000

E = Euler's Method
P-C = Pred1ctor—Corrector Method .
* Percent Error from 1.26179% Strain
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strain rate éäax as an indication of the numerical stiffness of the

system of equations. This seems to be an excellent device for con-

trolling the integration error. The predictor-corrector method, which

is designed for more general applications, uses other more conservative

error bounds. The second factor which assists the Euler method is that

the error analysis is performed prior to taking the integration step.

This allows the Euler method to always make progress without the possi-

bility of repeating steps due to unacceptable step sizes, as in the case

of the predictor-corrector method.

The strain computed at the load 6 = 25 ksi is used to evaluate the

relative accuracy of the two methods. Both methods display monotonic

convergence to slightly different values. The predictor-corrector

method is probably more accurate due to its conservative error mea-

sures. For the Euler method, results for two different values

of Atmax are provided in Table 4.2. The smaller Atmax, resulted in only

a slight improvement in accuracy but only for the smaller values of the ·

error parameter. The overall increase in the number of function

evaluations required for the smaller value of Atuax is not warranted

considering the small gain in accuracy.

Comparing the two integration methods in Table 4.2, the Euler

method is in general superior to the predictor-corrector_method based on

relative accuracy and computational effort. From an implementation

point of view, the Euler method is again better than the predictor-

corrector method since it requires much less coputer storage. The

Euler method can, however, be more difficult to use since it requires

two control parameters e and Atmax. Experience indicates that
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conclusions based on the simple problem presented in this section are

also valid for much larger problems.

Unless stated otherwise, the temporal integration of the plastic
‘

strains will be performed using Euler's method with e = 1.E—3

and Atmax = 0.5 sec.

4.3 Integration of Plastic Moents

The use of Gauss-Legendre quadrature is addressed by considering

two sample problems. Due to the kinematic assumptions incorporated in

the laminated plate constitutive relations, a laminate subjected to in-

plane extension will have a uniform stress distribution for each ply.

This results in the exact integration of the plastic stress resultants

using only a one point integration rule within each ply. For a laminate

subjected to bending, the stress distribution within a single ply, in

general, will be nonlinear as a result of inelastic deformation. In

this case, a higher-order integration rule is required to evaluate the

plastic stress resultants. „

To evaluate the behavior of Gauss-Legendre quadrature, we shall

examine the bending response of two laminates. Both laminates are

boron/aluminum and loaded in pure bending at a rate of 0.25/Efh2/ sec.

The boron/aluminum material properties used are listed in Table 4.1.

The temporal integration is performed using the predictor-corrector

method with the error tolerance of 1.E—5.

The first laminate considered is a [90lT which is flexed transverse

to the fiber direction. The moment-curvature response of the laminate

‘
is shown in Fig. 4.3. The plastic stress resultants are integrated
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using two through six integration points through the total thickness of

the laminate. The figure shows considerable difference between the five

curves and a lack of monotonic convergence. This behavior is what

Cormeau [87] described as nonuniform convergence.

In order to investigate this behavior in more detail we shall

examine the curvatures at a nondimensional moment of Ü; = 8.0/Efhz

calculated using several integration rules. For this purpose we shall

introduce a composite Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule.

In a composite Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule, the given integra-

tion interval is subdivided into r equally spaced subintervals in which

s integration points are used. Notationally, this will be denoted by

(r x s). For a single lamina such as the [90lT, each subinterval will

have a thickness of h/r and a total number of integration points of r·s.

Results for several composite quadrature rules are presented in

Table 4.3. To aid in the visualization of the convergence of the vari-

ous quadrature rules, the curvature is plotted against the total number

of integration points in Fig. 4.4. In this figure, the integration

rules are grouped together based on the order of the quadrature rule

within each subinterval. An “exact" value is listed accurate to five

significant digits in the table and is indicated in the figure. This

value is determined using several integration rules using up to 140

integration points. Even with the use of high-order integration rules,

the results continue to oscillate but these are confined to the sixth

and larger significant digits.

The reason for the oscillatory behavior exhibited by the Gauss-

Legendre quadrature can be traced back to the plastic stresses which are
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_ Table 4.3.

Bending Response of a [90lT Boron/Aluminum
Laminate Using Several Quadrature Rules

Quadrature Number of Curvature, xxh Percent
Rule, Integration _ f 2 Error

(r x s) Points, r·s at Mx = 8.0/E h

(2 x 1) 2 0.7191E-2 -61.578
(3 x 1) 3 1.0889E-2 41.820
(4 x 1) 4 1.2375E-2 -33.880
(5 x 1) 5 1.4159E-2 -24.348
(6 x 1) 6 1.4895E-2 -20.416
(7 x 1) 7 1.5829E-2 -15.429
(8 x 1) 8 1.6192E-2 -13.486
(9 x 1) 9 1.6816E-2 -10.152
(1 x 2) 2 1.3494E-2 -27.901
(2 x 2) 4 1.8805E-2 0.476
(3 x 2) 6 1.8304E-2 -2.201
(4 x 2) 8 1.8756E-2 0.214
(1 x 3) 3 a 2.4505E-2 30.931
(2 x 3) 6 1.8797E—2 0.433
(3 x 3) 9 1.8940E-2 0.951
(4 x 3) 12 1.8708E-2 -0.043
(1 x 4) 4 1.7227E-2 -7.956
(2 x 4) 8 1.8691E-2 -0.134
(3 x 4) 12 1.8603E-2 -0.604
(4 x 4) 16 1.8757E-2 0.219
(1 x 5) 5 2.0206E-2 7.961
(2 x 5) 10 1.8739E-2 0.123
(3 x 5) 15 1.8809E-2 0.497
(4 x 5) 20 1.8692E-2 -0.128
(1 x 6) 6 1.8080E-2 -3.398
(2 x 6) 12 1.8767E-2 0.272
(3 x 6) 18 1.8686E-2 -0.160
(4 x 6) 24 1.8716E-2 0.000
EXACT 140 1.8716E-2 ---

(r x s) = r equally spaced subintervals through the thickness of the
laminate with s integration points per subinterval.
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integrated to form the plastic stress resultants. The Gauss-Legendre

quadrature rule is termed an interpolatory quadrature formula, since the

integrand is approximated by an interpolating polynomial. In order for

a function to be approximated well by a polynomial, however, the func-

tion must have a suitable number of continuous derivatives. For the l
plastic stresses a problem exists at the point of transition from the

elastic to plastic regions. At this point, the plastic stresses have

only a Co or cl continuity. The lack of continuous higher-order deriva-

tives results in a poor representation of the plastic stresses by an

interpolating polynomial. As a result, integration of the plastic

stresses by Gauss—Legendre quadrature exhibits an oscillatory or nonuni-

form convergence, as shown in Fig. 4.4.

Since the composite Gauss—Legendre quadrature does not converge in

a "nice” uniform manner, the selection of the "best" quadrature rule is

now considerably more difficult. In selecting the quadrature rule we

are once again faced with two competing issues, accuracy and computa-

tional efficiency. The computational effort required to analyze a

particular laminate is directly related to the number of integration

points used to evaluate the plastic stress resultants. This requires

the selection of a quadrature rule which is the most accurate while

using the least number of integration points.

Consider the problem of selecting the best integration rule which

uses only four integration points. For equally spaced subintervals, we

have the following possibilities: (4 x 1), (2 x 2) and (1 x 4). From

Table 4.3, the (2 x 2) quadrature rule is found to be most accurate.
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· Unfortunately, due to the nonuniform convergence, these results might

not have been directly obvious.

Examining all the quadrature rules listed in Table 4.3, we find the

better quadrature rules are: (2 x 2), (2 x 3) and (2 x 4). Using these

quadrature rules, the moment-curvature response for the [90lT laminate

is shown in Fig. 4.5. These three quadrature rules are virtually indis-

tinguishable from each other. The only exception is a minor deviation

from the others made by the (2 x 2) quadrature rule.

The previous example was selected since it clearly demonstrates the

care needed in selecting a suitable integration rule for bending analy-

sis. The next example is the bending of a [:45ls laminate, which is

more representative of what might be encountered in an actual applica-

tion. The bending response of the laminate is presented in Figure

4.6. Results are shown for one to six integration points per ply. For

this laminate, the response curves computed using two to six integration

points appear virtually identical. To examine the convergence, the

curvatures calculated at the nondimensional moment HX = 6.0/Efhz are

· provided in Table 4.4. The tabulated values of curvature demonstrate

nonuniform convergence, however, the rate of convergence in this case is

at a significantly higher rate than in the previous example. The

curvature computed using five and six integration points per ply agree,

indicating convergence. Using the converged value the percent error is

computed. The table shows very accurate results using only two

integration points per ply with only -0.10% error.

The examples presented in this section are intended to illustrate

the problem of nonuniform convergence exhibited by Gauss-Legendre
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Table 4.4.

Bending Response of a [:45lS Boron/Aluminum
Laminate Using Several Quadrature Rules

Integration Number of Curvature, Kxh Percent
Points Per Integration __ f 2 Error

Ply Points at M = 6.0/E h

1 4 1.2038E-2 -66.45

2 8 3.5846E—2 - 0.10

3 12
~

3.5811E-2 - 0.20

4 16 3.5898E-2 0.04

5 20 3.5883E-Z 0.00

6 24 3.5883E-2 0.00
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quadrature when computing plastic stress resultants. The lack of uni-

form convergence requires the analyst to exercise some degree of care in

selecting an appropriate quadrature rule. Despite this undesirable

aspect, Gauss-Legendre quadrature does provide considerable savings in

terms of computational effort due to the few integration points typi-

cally required to obtain accuracy suitable for most engineering applica-

tions.

4.4 Flexure of an Elastic—Perfect1g Plastic Beam

The analysis of a simply supported elastic-perfectly plastic beam

subjected to a uniformly distributed transverse load is presented. This

problem is selected to test the capabilities of the proposed finite

element model. Although the selected problem is not a metal matrix

composite, it does test many of the important aspects of the finite

element model and an exact solution exists for comparison.

The geometric configuration and material properties for the simply

supported beam are shown in Figure 4.7. The required elastic-perfectly

plastic material behavior is obtained by setting 20 = 21 in the Bodner-

Partom plasticity theory, refer to equation (2.62). This eliminates all

the strain hardening and the need for the work hardening parameter m.

Using a zero fiber volume fraction in the micromechanics model and the

material properties from Fig. 4.7, the uniaxial response is predicted as

shown in Fig. 4.8. The figure shows initial yielding slightly before

the yield stress (Y = 40 ksi) and a negligibly small amount of strain

hardening. This deviation is thought to be due to the selected

independent-dependent variables used to compute the material response.
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In Fig. 4.8, the applied stress is the independent variable and the

resulting strain is the dependent variable. This selection results in

multiple values of the strain when the applied stress reaches the yield

stress. A better choice would be to use the strain as the independent
A

variable, so the stress is always a single valued function in terms of

the applied strain.

For evaluation of the plastic stress resultants, several quadrature

rules are examined. A (2 x 3) quadrature was determined superior to

other quadrature rules which used six or fewer integration points. The

moment—curvature response is presented in Fig. 4.9 by considering a

typical cross section of the beam. The exact solution shown in the

figure is easily obtained from the elementary theory of beams. The

agreement between the numerically integrated results and the exact

response are good in an average sense. The "kinks" in the numerical

predictions are due to the sudden yielding of the material. The number

of integration points required to smooth out this behavior is signifi-

cantly larger than the six used in the figure and would not be practical

for use in the finite element solution.

The simply supported beam is analyzed using five 9-node quadrilat-

eral elements (see Fig. 4.10). Due to symmetry only half of the beam is

modeled. The elements in the mesh are biased toward the region of

maximum moment where the inelastic deformations are concentrated. The

element stiffness matrices are evaluated using selective integration in

the xy-plane. A 3 x 3 Gauss rule is used for all terms in the stiffness

matrices with the exception of those associated with the transverse

shear strain energy where a 2 x 2 Gauss rule is used. The nodal forces
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due to the plastic deformations are evaluated using a 2 x 2 Gauss rule

in the xy—plane of the element and a (2 x 3) Gauss rule for the plastic

stress resultants.

The load-displacement behavior for the simply supported beam is

shown in Fig. 4.10. In the figure, the center displacement from the

finite element model is compared to the exact solution of Prager and

Hodge [92]. The finite element solution follows the exact solution very

closely. The observed discrepancies are due to the quadrature rule used

to evaluate the plastic stress resultants. The results presented for

the simply supported beam are very good considering the computational

difficulty associated with the elastic-perfectly plastic material behav-

ior. This behavior is very difficult to model due to the sudden

yielding exhibited by the material.

4.5. Analysis of Nbtched Tbst Cbupons

Experimental test data for boron/aluminum notched test coupons

reported by Shukow [93] is used to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed

finite element model. First the necessary material properties are

established. The characterization of the Aboudi micromechanics model is

performed in a two phase operation.

The first phase in characterizing the micromechanics model consists

of determining the linear elastic material properties. Using available

published data for the constituent material properties as a guide, the

constituent properties are "backed-out" in order to fit the test data.

The constituent material properties determined in this process are

presented in Table 4.5. The effective lamina and laminate properties
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Tab1e 4.5.

Constituent Mater1a1 Properties for
Boron/A1um1num at Room Temperature

Boron Properties

E e 58.0 ms.1

. 0 = 0.2

¤L = 3.5 p in/in/°F

oT = 4.6 u in/in/°F

Aluminum Proerties

E = 8.69 msi

0 = 0.25

6 = 11.7 „ wm/·¤=
. DO = 104 sec'1

m = 60
u

n = 10

zo = 14.0 ks1

21 = 26.0 ksi

Coposite Properties

Fiber Vo1ume Fraction, Vf = 0.44

_ Effective Processing Temperature, ATP = -250°F
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predicted by the micromechanics theory are compared to the experimental

results in Tables 4.6 and 4.7, respectively. In general good agreement

is observed.

The second phase of the characterization consists of determining

the required plasticity parameters and an effective processing tempera-

ture. An effective processing temperature is introduced in order to

provide an approximation to the residual stresses known to exist as a

result of the fabrication process. The effective processing tempera-

ture ATP is defined as the temperature change required to approximate

the residual stress state when using room temperature material proper-

ties. The experimental data from the axial response of a [:45lzs lami-

nate is used to evaluate the plasticity parameters and the effective

processing temperature. This particular laminate is well suited for P

this task due to the degree of nonlinear behavior which it exhibits.

Again, the required parameters are "backed-out" in order to fit the test

data and are also included in Table 4.5. The results of this charac-

terization is shown in Fig. 4.11.

We shall now examine the validity of the model parameters by pre-
4

dicting the behavior of a [O/:45/90lS laminate, see Fig. 4.12. The

response is essentially bilinear, showing distinct initial and secondary

moduli. As seen in the figure, the micromechanics model overestimates
U

the initial yield point of the laminate and underestimates the secondary

modulus. Overall the agreement between the micromechanics model and the

experimental data is good, with a maximum discrepancy of only 2 ksi.

with the characterization completed we shall examine the behavior

of a notched test coupon for two laminates [:45]2s and [0/145/90ls. The
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Table 4.6.

Unidirectional Lamina Mechanical Properties

SOURCE E11 E22 G12 v12
(msi)

h
(msi) (msi)

Experimental 30.59 19.20 6.50 0.218

_ Micromechanics 30.39 16.03 6.51 0.229
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Table 4.7.

Lamlnate Mechanical Properties

Ex(ms1) vxy

Laminate Experimental Micromechanical Experimental Micromechanical

[t45]2$ 17.36 17.67 0.373 0.353

[0/:45/90lS 21.25 20.70 0.267 0.249

[02/t45]s 24.36 24.16 - 0.304 0.299
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test coupon geometry and strain gage locations are shown in Fig. 4.13.

Utilizing the symmetry of the test coupon and the selected laminates,

one quarter of the test coupon is modeled using 8 node quadrilateral

elements. The specifics of the finite element mesh are provided in Fig.

4.14. The element stiffness matrices are evaluated using selective

integration. The nodal forces due to inelastic strains are evaluated ‘

using reduced integration, a 2 x 2 Gauss rule in the xy-plane. The

plastic stress resultants are evaluated using a one point Gauss rule per

ply in the z-direction.

The axial strain exx at the edge of the hole and at the far field
strain gages as a function of the applied load is shown in Figs. 4.15

and 4.16 for the [145lzS and [0/:45/90lS laminates, respectively. The

experimental data presented in these figures is taken from Shukow

[93]. For the [t45]2S laminate, the finite element solution for the far

field strain is in excellent agreement with the experimental data. The

predicted results for the strain at the edge of the hole closely agrees

with the experimentally measured strain up to a value of 0.6%. At this

point, the finite element solution begins to under predict the axial

strain for a given applied load. The probable reason for the observed
‘ °

discrepancy is the presence of 3—dimensional effects at the free—edge of

the hole which are not included in the current analyses. Additionally,

some of the discrepancy could be attirubted to geometrically nonlinear

effects especially for the larger strains or possibly delaminations.

For the quasi-isotropic laminate, [0/145/90lS, the finite element

predictions are in excellent agreement with the experimental data. At

the far field strain gage the results are very similar to those of the
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unnotched test coupon shown in Fig. 4.12. The axial strain computed at

the edge of the hole follows the experimental data very well all the way

to the failure of the coupon at about 40 ksi.

Next we shall examine the extent of the plastic deformation and the

stress distribution in the [:45lzS laminate. Instead of examining the

individual plastic strain components, we shall introduce a scalar

parameter which will indicate the relative intensity of the plastic

deformation. For this purpose the equivalent uniaxial plastic
h

strain 6* is introduced

6* = äägjäij (4.1)

The evolution of the plastic zones in the two plies of the [:45lzS

laminate are shown in Figs. 4.17 and 4.18. Examination of these figures

indicates the evolution of the plastic zones in the +45° and the -45°

plies are virtually identical. The plastic zone begins at the side of

notch and develops along a diagonal band which is aligned very closelyt

to the lines 6 = t45°.

The in—plane stress distribution for both plies is presented in

Figs. 4.19 through 4.24. These contour plots show stress components

computed with respect to the lamina material coordinate system which is

aligned with lamina fiber orientation. In Fig. 4.19, the normal stress

in the fiber direction all in the +45° ply, contains two distinct

tensile and compressive zones which are oriented along the plastic zone

described previously. The transition region from tensile stress to

compressive stress produces a region of high shear stresses which can be

observed in the contour plot of 612 shown in Fig. 4.23.
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The fibers in the —45° plies are oriented in the quadrant which was

analyzed so that they reinforce the hole and restrict its elongation.

This reinforcement results in large tensile stresses normal to the

fibers which are oriented diagonally across the edge of the hole as

shown in Fig. 4.20. Regarding the stress distributions of the normal

stress transverse to the fibers 022, see Figs. 4.21 and 4.22. In both

plies, a stress redistribution is observed in which the stresses in the

plastic zone actually decrease as the applied load increases. The shear

stress 612 in the two plies is characterized by a region of high stress

which coincides with the zone of significant plastic strains, see Figs.

4.23 and 4.24.

To examine the stress state at the edge of the hole the

circumferential stresses 666 as a function of applied load are presented

in Fig. 4.25. The circumferential stresses are measured with respect to

a polar coordinate system r, 6 with its origin at the center ofithe

hole. The circumferential stresses presented in the figure have been

normalized with respect to the applied load 6 so that the relative

redistribution of the stresses is readily apparent. The stress

distribution in the —45° plies is simply a mirror image of the 45°

plies. Figures for both plies are included for completeness and to

allow easy comparisons between the two fiber orientations.

Examining the circumferential stress distribution in the +45°

plies, most noticeable in the figures is the increasing relative stress

in the vicinity of 6 = -45°. The increasing relative stress at this

location is indicative of the stress redistribution from the —45° plies

which has yielded transverse to the fiber direction. This effect is
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{observedby noting the decrease in the relative circumägrenüial stress

in the -45° plies at 6 = -45°. As a result, the +45° p ies must carry

an additional portion of the load in the stiff fiber direction.

Next, we shall examine the plastic zones and in—plane stress

distributions for the previously analyzed [0/:45/90lS lamiante. In

Figure 4.26, the plastic zones for the separate lamina are shown at a

load of 40 ksi. Again, the scalar parameter equivalent uniaxial plastic

strain 6* is used to indicate the magnitude of the plastic

deformation. Regarding the overall size of the plastic regions, the 0°

plies have a plastic region which is considerably smaller than the other

laminae. All laminae with the exception of the 0° plies exhibit plastic

zones which emanate from the notch along the lines 6 = t 45°.__

The in-plane stress distributions at the applied load of‘a = 40 ksi

are presented in Figs. 4.27 through 4.32. For the 611 stress component,

distinct stress concentrations are observed in both the 0° and -45°

plies. In these plies, the 611 stress component is well over 150 ksi,

which results in a stress concentration factor in excess of 3.8 given

the applied load of 40 ksi.

Regarding the normal stress azz transverse to the fiber orientation

in the +45° plies, a region of high stress is located at the edge of the

hole (see Fig. 4.29). Due to the yielding in the highly stressed region

and the softening associated with the plastic deformation, the stress

has been locally redistributed into the adjacent plies. The stress

redistribution is a definite contributing factor for the 611 stress

concentration in the -45° plies which was previously discussed. A ·

similar stress redistribution from the 90° plies to the 0° plies is
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present. This redistribution in the 90° plies occurs at the zone of

large 622 stress, see Fig. 4.30, which is also the location of

the 611 concentrations in the 0° plies.

The magnitude of the shear stress 612 is generally less than 10 ksi

for all the laminae, see Figs. 4.31 and 4.32. The reason for the small

shear stress is the stiff 0° plies which carry a significant portion of

the load in the laminate without introducing large shear stresses in the

softer off—axis plies.

The circumferential stress at the edge of the hole for the quasi-U

isotropic laminate is shown in Figs. 4.33 and 4.34. These figures

present clear evidence of the stress redistribution. The load transfer

between the 90° plies and the 0° plies at 6 = 190°, results in a

decrease in the normalized circumferential stress in the 90° plies from

2.2 to 0.9 while the 0° plies increase from 4.5 to 7.0. Similar

behavior is also noted in the +45° and —45° plies at 6 = t60°.

4.6 Bending of Square and Circular Plates

Analysis of square and circular plates subjected to a uniformly

distributed transverse load is presented in this section. The plates

which are considered consist of a single boron/aluminum orthotropic

layer (i.e. a [0lT laminate). The material properties used for this

analysis are from Table 4.5. Two plate configurations are considered:

(1) a 10.0" square plate 0.1" thick and (2) a 10.0" diameter circular

plate 0.1" thick. The dimensions used are selected so the effect of

transverse shear deformation is negligible. A summary of the plate
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configurations along with the finite element meshes are shown in Fig.

4.35.

The finite element stiffness matrices are integrated using a

selective integration technique. The selective integration technique

consists of using a 3 x 3 Gauss rule for all terms in the stiffness

matrices with the exception of the terms associated with the transverse

shear strain energy which are integrated using a 2 x 2 Gauss rule. The

nodal forces resulting from plastic stress resultants are evaluated
'

using a 2 x 2 Gauss rule. The plastic stress resultants are computed

using a (2 x 3) integration rule (see section 4.3 for an explanation of

this notation).

Two types of boundary conditions are considered, simply supported

and clamped. The simply supported boundary conditions consist of

restraining the w displacement campaaents at the supported perimeter.

The clamped boundary conditions consist of restraining the w

displacements in addition to the rotations px and py at the supported

perimeter. For both the boundary conditions, the in—plane displacementsisr)

u and v are restrained in order to remove rigid body motion. These
UW

restraints are needed to allow free thermal expansion during the initial
1

thermal conditioning of the plates which is used to approximate the

residual stress state in the composite.

The center displacement as a function of the applied transverse

load for both the square and circular plates is shown in Fig. 4.36. The

plates are loaded until failure based on a maximum stress failure

theory. This failure criterion limits the maximum transverse load to 12

psi for all plate configurations except the clamped circular plate which
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is limited to a 20 psi load. All four plate configurations exceeded an

approximate transverse tensile allowable stress of 20 ksi. The

allowable tensile stress used is based on the experimental work by

Becker [94] for a similar boron/aluminum material system. Becker

reported a maximum transverse tensile stress of 17 ksi, for the work

reported here this value is simply rounded to 20 ksi.

In general the load/displacement response of the plates exhibited

relatively little to moderate deviation from the linear elastic

behavior. Among the four plate configurations, the simply supported

square plate provided the most nonlinear response.

The evolution of plastic regions at the top and bottom surfaces are

shown in Figs. 4.37 through 4.40. The equivalent uniaxial plastic

strain which is defined by (4.1) is used as a measure of plastic

deformation. In the simply supported square plate, Fig. 4.37, the

plastic zone initially forms at the center of the plate. Following

this, plastic zones begin to form in each corner of the plate. As the

load increases, the plastic zones at the center and the corners continue

to grow primarily along the diagonals of the plate.

The plastic zones in the clamped square plate, Fig. 4.38, begin to

form initially at the edges y = 15.0". As the load increases, the

plastic regions remain concentrated along the same edge with the

addition of a smaller zone located at the center of the plate. The

large plastic zones at the edges of the plate are due to the rotational

restraints there which cause significant bending moments.

The plastic zones which form in the circular plates share basic

similarities to the square plates with the same type of boundary
i
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conditions. The simply supported circular plate has oval shaped plastic

zones which emanate from the center. The oval shape is a result of the

orthotropy of the composite. The clamped circular plate is dominated by

the bending moments at the edge of the plate. The edge moments

transverse to the fiber orientation form large plastic zones there in

many ways like those found in the square plate.

The maximum stress, as a function of applied load at the top

surface of the plate (z = 0.05“), is shown in Figs. 4.41 through 4.44

for the various plate configurations. The figures show the absolute

value of the maximum stress for the all, azz and alz stress

components. Contour plots are also included which show the stress

distributions as a percentage of the maximum value of the stress

component for the maximum applied load. On the contour plots, a star

(*) is placed to indicate the location of the maximum stress for the

respective stress component.

The location of the maximum stress for the all and azz stress

components for the simply supported square and circular plates is at the

center of the plate. For the clamped plates, the location of the

maximum stress occurs at the edge of the plate due to the rotational

restraint there. The shear stress alz has a similar distribution among

the simply supported square plate and both circular plates. In these

plates, the shear stress has four distinct regions of alternating

sign. The maximum shear stress occurs at the edge of the plate at four

equally spaced locations around the perimeter. In the case of the

simply supported square plate, the maximum stress is at the corner of

the plate. For the clamped square plate, the location of the maximum
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shear stress is in from the corners located along the diagonals of the

plate.

For the four plate configurations, a redistribution of the stresses

is again observed. Due to yielding in the matrix material, the maximum

stress predicted by the elastic-plastic solution for the 622 and 612

components is less than that predicted by the linear elastic solution

while the maximum stress in the 611 component is slightly larger for the

elastic-plastic solution. In the plate as the matrix begins to yield,

the composite cannot carry as much load transverse to the fibers or in

shear. As a result, the composite begins to carry larger portions of

the load in the fiber direction which explains the larger 611 stresses

compared to the linear elastic solution.

4.7 Additional Capabilities of the Material Mbdel

In this closing section of applications, several additional

capabilities of the micromechanics model are demonstrated. Examples

illustrating the effect of fiber/matrix debonding, rate dependence and

creep behavior are presented. These capabilities highlight the overall

versatility of the Aboudi micromechanics model and Bodner-Partom

plasticity theories. Thorough examination of these phenomena are beyond

the scope of the current research, however, they are included at this

point as an indication of possible future work.

The first example which is addressed is the effect of imperfect

fiber/matrix bonding. we shall examine the effect of the tangential

bonding parameter Rt. For this example the axial response of two off-

axis test coupons are considered. The coupons are boron/aluminum with
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material properties from Table 4.5. The effect of residual stresses is

' not considered in this example and the thermal preconditioning is not

performed (i.e. ATP = 0). Additionally, we should note for this

analysis that the normal bonding parameter Rn = 0 is used, which implies

perfect bonding normal to the fiber/matrix interface.

The axial response as a function of the tangential debonding

parameter is shown in Fig. 4.45. The tangential bonding parameter Rt

ranges from 0 to 10°2 these values reflect perfect bonding to near

perfect lubrication or debonding, respectively. For the case of near

perfect lubrication, the main load transfer mechanism between the fiber

and matrix is disabled and prevents the fiber from carrying any load

longitudinally. For both the 15° and the 45° off-axis test coupon, we

see a significant reduction in the initial modulus and overall softening

behavior of the material as the quality of the fiber/matrix interface is

degraded to near perfect debonding,

The ability to adjust the adhesion between the fiber and matrix

phases provides an alternate means of modeling the interphase region.

Aboudi [78] suggests the bonding parameters Rn and Rt could be

interpreted as the thickness of the interphase region divided by Young's

modulus or the shear modulus depending the direction of the bonding

parameter. The final component needed in order to utilize the adhesion

model is a suitable damage growth law which could describe the evolution

of the bonding parameters as a function of the load history.

i The final examples considered are the effect of rate dependence and

creep. The boron/aluminum material systems which have been considered

so far do not exhibit significant creep or rate dependence. In order to
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examine these effects we shall consider the response of a boron/2024-T4

aluminum material system at 400°F. The constituent material properties

used are given in Table 4.8. The boron properties are not significantly

altered at this temperature so the room temperature properties from

Table 4.5 are used. The 2024-T4 aluminum properties are from Ref. [47].

The effect of loading rate on a [:45lS laminate is shown in Fig.

4.46. The rate of loading 5 of the laminate ranges from 10'2 to 102

_ ksi/sec. The effect of the loading rate displays a pronounced

difference in maximum load by approximately 5 ksi. This effect is

expected to be more significant at higher temperatures.

The creep response of a [:45]S boron/aluminum laminate is shown in

Fig. 4.47. A load of magnitude ¤ is applied to the laminate in the form

of a step function at time, t = 0. For applied loads up to 38 ksi the

observed creep behavior appears to be minimal. For loads greater than

38 ksi, the creep behavior becomes more apparent and is especially

significant for loads greater than 44 ksi. Like rate dependent effects,

creep behavior becomes more apparent at elevated temperatures.

The use of the Bodner-Partom unified plasticity theory adds

considerable flexibility to the constitutive model presented in this

research. The most notable attributes of this plasticity theory are its

capabilities to predict rate dependence and creep response. Considering

the current interest in metal matrix composites for high temperature

structural applications, the Aboudi micromechanics theory used in

conjunction with a unified plasticity theory such as the Bodner—Partom

i

model produces a powerful analysis tool for these complex structures.
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l
Table 4.8

Constituent Material Properties for
Boron/Aluminum at 400°F

Boron Properties

E = 58.0 msi

v = 0.2 _

Aluminum Properties

E = 9.53 ms1

v = 0.33

D0 = 104 sec°1

m = 300

I1 = 4

20 = 49.0 ksi

Z1 = 63.0 1<S'1

Composite Properties

Viber Volume Fraction, Vf = 0.45

1
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Models such as these will be the focus of extensive research for the

next several years.

l



5. SUNMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A new formulation of the laminated plate constitutive relations is

presented which are based on the Aboudi micromechanics theory in

conjunction with the unified plasticity theory of Bodner and Partom.

The resulting constitutive relations are incorporated into a finite

element model by using a first—order shear deformation plate theory.

This effort is the first implementation of the Aboudi micromechanics

theory for the purpose of analyzing the inelastic behavior of composite

structures.

The finite element solution is based on an initial strain

formulation. The integration of the inelastic strains is performed by

using either Euler's method or a predictor/corrector scheme. Numerical

results indicate the Euler's method requires less computations for

solutions requiring only moderate accuracy. Integration of the plastic

stress resultants is performed by using Gauss-Legendre quadrature. For

bending problems the quadrature method converges in a nonuniform manner,

_ thus requiring additional care in selecting a suitable integration rule.

Several analyses are presented which illustrate the extensional and

bending response of a metal matrix composite. In the analysis of a

notched boron/aluminum test coupon very good correlation is observed

between the analytical predictions and experimental data. The analysis

of square and circular plates subjected to a transverse load shows a

matrix failure transverse to the fibers which limited the response so

· _ that only small to moderate nonlinearities are observed. Other

capabilities of the material model are demonstrated including the

effects of fiber/matrix debonding, rate effects and creep response.
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The Aboudi micromechanics theory provides a rational means for

modeling the complex behavior typical of composite materials. The

results presented lndicate the Aboudi micromechanics theory has

conslderable potential and deserves continued investigation.



6. RECOMMENOATIONS FOR FUTURE HORK

Recommendations for future work are suggested in two general

areas: the material model and the finite element model of the

structure. Regarding the material model, the following areas could be

considered for future work.

1. Further comparlsons between the micromechanics model and experi-

mental results for several additional material systems are needed to

assess the overall accuracy of the micromechanics model.

2. Investigate the influence of the interphase region using the simple

fiber/matrix interface model presented in this study. A significant

portion of this work would consist of developing evolution type

expressions which would describe the state or condition of the

interphase as a function of the load history.

3. Failure theories could be included into the material model to

predict post-first-ply failure. Using the micro-stress information

provided by the micromechanics theory, suitable failure theories

could be selected which are better suited for the individual

· constituents. Additionally the micromechanics theory could be

extended to address compressive instabilities usually termed

microbuckling or fiber kinking.

. Concerning the finite elements model of the structure, several

possible areas could be addressed for future work. Some of the more

promising areas are listed below.

1. In order to address a larger class of aerospace type structures, the

micromechanics model could be incorporated into a suitable shell

theory.
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2. If unified plastlcity theorles are to be used, improved solution

strategies are required.

3. The structural model could be extended to include geometrically

nonlinear and inertia effects for the purpose of analyzing the

structural stability and transient response of metal matrix

composite structures.

4. Considerlng the lnterest in metal matrix composltes for structures

at elevated temperatures, a suitable finite element model for the. _

coupled thermal—structural response could be very valuable.
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APPENDIX A

The element equatlons for the finite element model are

[K°l{^°} = {E5} + {F5} + {F5}
where

· E11 E12 E13 514 515

P 522 523 524 525

K44 K45

(symmetric) A55

ge l E1
25 E3

{A3} = Yfe . {E3} = E3
e

‘ ^4
Qx E

25 E E5
1 1

Ep Er E
2 2EP Er

e _ 3 e _ 3{FP} - EP „ {FT} — ET
4 4

Ep E1
5 5

Ep E1

The elements of these are defined as

11 _ xx xy yx yyIS -5 A11+(§ +§ )A13+§ A33

12 _ xx xy yx yy'$·§ A13+§ A12+§ ^6a*§ ^z3
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E14 2 äxxßll + (äxy + §yx)B13 2 §yyB33

·s" = §*"¤„ + s·"’¤„ + §’*¤33 + äyyßza

=· §""^ä1 + <§"’ + §"‘>^äz + §·”^ä2

E34 2 §xoAQl 2 §yoAQ2

535 2 §xoAQ2 2 §yoAQ2

. 544 2 äxxnll 2 (äxy + §yx)D13+_§yyD33555

= :5**066 + (gxy + ;V")¤23 +gyyuzz513

= 523 = Q (zero matrix)

53 = §°q

E1 = E2 = E4 = E5 = Q (zero vector)

gl} = 1;,* ug + gy ngy

gg = ;" nzy + Qy
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E; = ;" Mly + gy M;

E? =6
E? = ;" M; + gy Mly

E? = ;" Mly + gy M;

where and
§€

are the lntegral operators

dxdy 1 —a.—·1 = 0.x.y

s§4-) - [ e 4-) Q-Q1 dxdy , 1, 5 = 1,2,3,...,1·
R

These operate on the term which follows immediately, for example

§xx^11 “ {Re A11 d"dY






